
1930 - 1055 West Hastings Street, Vancouver 
Telephone: 687-9076 

The purpose of this letter is to request'ameeting 
with you at your earliest convenience with regard to co l&i,c;ens,~s 

b 
.__~ ~. 

and other matters pertaining to Northern Coal Mines Ltd..- /~' 

At present we are engaged in,the preparations for a 
re-organization of.the company's share structure and change of 
name. Following this we will consider a proposal for participation 
in a gas and oil drilling project which might serve to rejuvenate 
the company.financially. 

In addition, we have two apparently serious approaches 
with regard to the company's coal deposit in the Bowron River Valley 
east of Prince George. 

For lack of funds .the company's holdings have been~ 
reduced,to three coal licenses. These cover the underground'workings, 
and most of the drill-tested area. 

The chief points for discussion are: 

(1) - By what means and under what conditions we 
might acquire an additional 10 or 12 licenses 
(previously held) to provide sufficient ,area 
for a sizeable mining operation, should one 
be considered feasible by the new interests; 

(2) . The government's attitude with regard to . 
foreign financial and equity participation. 

'Reference is also made to my letter to Mr. Nimsick 
of February 22nd, 1973 and his reply of April 24th,- 1973. 

A telephone call to the effect that you could meet 
'me and other directors during the week of November 12th would be 
greatly appreciated. 
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Any help you can give us in these matters will also 
be greatly appreciated by the many (900 plus) long-suffering share- 
holders of the company. 

Yours very truly, 

NORTHERN COAL MINES LTD. 

M. M. Menzies, 
President. 

MMM:bj 
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This is a compiiation of technical data 

relating to the company's coal properties and includes 

more detailed infoxmation than has been presented in any 

single report to date. 

A revised estimate of coal reserves is based 

on total coal in place, not necessarily mineable reserves, 

on the premise that such an estimate may be of value in 

considering the feasibility of gasification of the coal 

in-situ, either for generating electric power or for 

supplying a natural gas transmission system. 

PROPERTY 

The company's coal properties are situated 

in the valley of the Bowron River, 35 miles east of Prince 

George, B. C. at Lat. 52' 50' N., Long. 122O 55' W. 

(N.T.S. Reference 93H/13). At present the company holds 

three coal licences (C.L. 148, C.L. 162 and C.L. 163) of 

one square mile each (Fig. 2). Additional contiguous 

licences were relinquished for financial reasons, but 

representations have been made to the provincial government 

for the future re-instatement of some of the licences to' 

avoid multiple ownership of the deposit. The three licences 
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which have been retained contain 85% of the indicated 

reserves and 31% of the inferred reserves of the Bowron 

River coal field as herein calcuiated. 

ACCESS 

The property is reached by 6 miles of gravel 

road running southerly from provincial Highway 16. 

WORiZ TO DATE 

At least 42 hoies were drilled prior to 1971, 

mainly near the southwest margin of the coal basin. These 

indicated continuity of the coal measures for a strike 

length of 2 miles. During this time, several hundred feet 

of underground entries indicated thicknesses of 7 to 11 

feet of fairly clean coal dipping about 30° to 45O to 

the northeast (Black, A-2, A-3) 

In i971, Bethlehem Copper Corporation Limited 

drilled 5 diamond drill holes (l-7/8" core) to a maximum 

depth of 2,200 feet, for a total of 7,474 feet. This 

drilling confirmed the continuation of the coal measures' 

northeasterly dip into the basin and established the 

approximate northeasterly limit of the basin. (Kucera, A-l) 
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GEOLOGY 

The coal measures occur within a few hundred 

feet of the base of a thick succession of Tertiary (?) 

sedimentary and volcanic strata which occupies a trough-like 

depression in the underlying Slide Mountain strata of 

Mississippian age. 

General descriptions are provided by Black 

(A-2, A-3) and a more detailed account of structure and 

stratigraphy is given by Kucera (A-l). 

COAL RESERVES 

Black (A-3) 1967, calculated indicated and 

probable reserves of 20,185,OOO short tons of coal in place. 

The 1971 drilling programme by Bethlehem 

Copper Corporation substantially extended the area of the 

known coal reserve. However, because of the lack of 

continuity of individual coal seams it has not been 

possible to make a reliable estimate of any additional 

mineable reserve. 

The present calculation of 81.4 million 

tons of total coal in place considers only an explored 

strike length of 14,000 feet and a horizontal width of 
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5000 feet terminated down dip by an assumed limiting fault 

on the northeast flank of the basin, as inferred from the 

log of D.D.H. 71-5. 

The strike limits are determined by D.D.H. 

WI,-4 to the northwest and an arbitrary extension of 

2200 feet beyond D.D.H. 71-4 to the southeast. 

Kucera (P. 9) considers that there is little 

likelihood of significant c~oal deposition beyond these 

limits but there is neither rock outcrop nor drilling 

information to support this opinion. It must therefore, 

be considered a possibility, at least, that some untested 

parts of the Bowron basin, with size comparable to or 

greater than the explored area, may contain significant 

coal reserves (Fig. 2) 
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NORTHERN COAL MINES LTD. 

Structure Contours and,Ocal Reserves 



NGiTZXRN COAL MINES LTD. 
SiJXXARY OF RESERVES Oh' PROPZRTIES 

AND VICINITY 

1. 

BlOCk 

7 

GL, 

;f 

H* 
w 

,ill - Indic 

Northern 
Coal 

7,344,ooo 
9,500,OOG 
2,631,OOO 
9,160,000 
4,i27,030 
7,174,ooo 
4,757,ooo 
3,260,OOO 
1,855,coo 

9,808,000, 

:at 
-r 

lr -ir 

ed deserves Short Tons 

-m 

Lot 9594 
_Adj~9inin 
LOY9590 

1,086,OOO 
1,200,000 
i,331,000 

441,000 

5,058,OOO 

yj 
1 1 

1 

3 

Lots 

,323,OOO 1 

,699,OOOT; L 

Total 

.,086,000 

.;8OO,OdO 
!,331,000 
.,776,000 
.,764,000 

1,757,ooo 

=i Total 
Reserve 

7,344,ooo. 
9,500,000 
2,631,OOO 
9,160,OOO 
4,127,OOO . 
7,174,ooo 
4,757,ooo 
4,346,OOO 
3,655,OOO 
2,331,OOO 
1,776,OOO 
1,764,OOO 

i8,565,000 

II. Inferred Reserves Short Tons 
1 Northern Adjoining Lots Total 

Block Coal )I Lot 9594 / Lot 9590 ) Lit 16441 Total Reserve 
II I I I 

CI 
DI 
EI 
FI 
GI 
Ii1 

1,392,ooo 
2,880,OOO 
2,800,OOO 2,646,OOO 

132,000 
600,000 

3,900,000 
4,535,ooo 
3,500,000 460,000 

1,392,ooo 
2,880,OOO 

3,246,OOO 6,046,OOO 
4,032,OOO 4,032,OOO 
4,535,ooo 4,535,ooo 
3,960,OOO 3,960,OOO 

2,778,OOO 12,535,OOO 460,000%,773,000 22,845,OOO 

4,159,OOO 24,530,OOO 8l,410,000 

Table 1 



Block 

A 

B 

C 

D 

El 

E2 

F 1 

F2 

G1 

G2 

H1 

H2 

NOTE : 

XGllTXZBN COAL MIKES LTD. 
CALCtiLATIONS - INDICATED RESERVES 

Short 
-lgtn Slope Dist. ~ Area Thickness Cu.Ft. Tons 

54OC 1360 

3300 28CO 

1300 1745 

1900 3013 

1900 1697 

L900 2622 

2100 1770 

2iSO 2156 

1850 1703 

1858 1432 

2880 1442 

2800 1432 

7,344,ooo 25' 

6,600,OOO 36' 

2,268,500 29 ' 

5,724,700 40' 

3,224,300 32' 

4,98i,800 36' 

3,717,ooo 32' 

4,527,600 24' 

3,150,550 29 ' 

2,649,200 22' 

4,037,600 11' 

4,009,600 11' 

183,600,OOO 

237,600,OOO 

65,786,500 

228,988,OOO 

103,317,500 

179,349,800 

118,944,OOO 

108,662,400 

91,365,950 

58,282,OOO 

44,413,600 

44,105,600 

"Thickness" = total coal true thickness 
as reported by R. E. Xuceva 
to Bethlehem Copper Corporation- 
1971. 

7,344,ooo 

9,500,000 

2,631,OOO 

9,160,OOO 

4,127,OOO 

7,174,ooo 

4,757,ooo 

4,346,OOO 

3,655,OOO 

2,331,OOO 

1,776,OOO 

1,764,OOO 

58,565,OOO 

Tonnage Factor = 25 cu. ft. per short ton. 

Table 2 



Llock L - 

CI 2000 

CI 1800 

EI 3000 

FI i8ClG 

GI 1900 

ii1 2500 

NOiW33RN COAL MIXES LTD. 

INI'ERRED RESERVE CALCULATIONS 

W Area Thickness Cu.Ft. Tons (Short) - 

600 i,2G0,000 29 34,800,OOO 1,392,ooo 

lC100 1,800,GOO 40 72,000,OOO 2,880,OOO 

1400 4,230,OOG 36 151,200,OOO 6,046,OOO 

2300 3,6aO,OOO 28 100,800,000 4,032,OOO 

3200 6,98G,OGO 22 133,760,OOO 4,535,ooo 

3660 9,000,000 11 99,000,000 3,960,OOO 

22,845,OOO 

NOTE : No adjustment for slope distance 
versus horizontal width. 

Thickness = true thickness extrapolated 
from adjacent blocks of 
indicated reserves. 

Table 3 



COAL QUALITY 
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The rank is "High Volatile B Bituminous". 

This coal is indicated to be good quality thermal coal 

(subject to some sulphur removal) and might be suitable 

for blending with other coals to produce a good quality 

metallurgical coke (Donaldson, B-7, p. 11). 

Summary of Coal Analyses - Air Dry Basis 

Location Moisture Ash V.M. F.C. S, B.T.U. F.S.I. Reference - 

"Ventilation 
Slope" 
9' seam 0.40 9.8 43.0 46.8 0.80 11,070 3 B-6 

"Main Slope" 

200' 5.7 4.0 39.1 51.2 0..80 -- 1 B-5 

"Main Slope'! 
400' 4.92 2.77 36.50 55.31 0.85 12,550 2 % B-3 

Bethlehem 
19 samples 
4 drill holes 24.63 36.73 42.0 1.39 11,000 ? A-l 



5. 

COAL QUALITY 

The rank is "High Volatile B Bituminous". 

This coal is indicated to be good quality thermal coal 

(subject to some sulphur removal) and might be suitable 

for blending with other coals to produce a good quality 

metallurgical coke (Donaldson, B-7, p. 11). 

Summary of Coal Analyses - Air Dry Basis 

Location Moisture Ash V.M. F.C. S_ B.T.U. F.S.I. Reference - 

"Ventilation 
Slope" 
9' seam 0.40 

"Main Slope" 

200' 5.7 

"Main Slope'! 
400' 4.92 

Bethlehem 
19 samples 
4 drill holes 

9.8 43.0 46.8 0.80 11,070 3 B-6 

4.0 39.1 51.2 0..80 -- 1 B-5 

2.77 36.50 55.31 0.85 12,550 2 k. B-3 

24.63 36.73 42.0 1.39 11,000 2 A-l 

Summary of Washing Tests 
Medium 

Sample Description S.G. 

13 Core Samples - 182' 
from 6 drill holes 

CORE (Raw.Coal) 1.40 
FLOAT 1.40 
SINK 1.40 

Recovery 
% % Ash % S Reference - 

100.0 7.96 1.29 
86.0 4.66 1.22 
14.0 22.86 1.79 B-l 



Medium Recovery 
Sample Description S.G. % %Ash %S Reference - 

Bulk Sample 
"Main Slope" 

FLOAT 1.50 6.3 
SINK 1.50 Ti 52.2 
FLOAT 1.60 85.6 7.3 
SINK 1.60 14.4 57.9 B-4 

(Reported that some roof shale was included in the bulk sample ) 

COAL RESINS 

A. Soluble (invisible) Resin 

Ventilation Slope 4.05% 
3.80% 

Detailed description 

B. Insoluble (Amber) Resin 

Estimate locally 

General description 

4 % 

Reference 

B-6 
A-2 

B-7 
c-2 
c-3 

Reference 

A-3 

C-2,C-3,C-4 

Ocurrence noted in Bethlehem 
Drill Cores 

The Battelle Memorial Institute (C-3) describes 

detailed tests of a highly technical nature which suggest that 

these resins could be valuable products. A letter (C-4) 

from Battelle confirms their interest in continuing, 

research. 



CORE FLOAT 1.40 SINK 

Hole Thickness Ash O/o s O/o 
i-32 

Recovery Ash Sulphur Recovery Ash Sulphur 

20 
21 
23 

ta- 5 
ML- 3 

m-2 8 5.16 0.74 
15 10.96 1.51 
4 9.40 1.58 
4 11.62 1.21 
3 5.96 1.04 

Total 182 

AWag.% 7.96 1.29 86 4.66 1.22 14 22.86 1.79 

42 6.10 1.46 
14 6.36 1.21 
17 5.12 1.23 
11 7.88 1.21 

36 
14 
12 
2 

8.69 1.31 
11.62 1.16 
8.70 1.17 

18.04 0.79 
18.04 0.79 

-4- Appendix B-l 

FLOATTESTS IN 1.40 MEDIUM 

87.8 4.08 1.31 12.2 20.66 2.52 
87.1 4.29 1.15 12.9 20.37 1.62 
95.3 4.35 1.17 4.1 20.63 2.43 
87.0 4.46 1.25 13.0 30.78 0.93 

83.1 
71.9 
75.3 
53.9 
61.9 

4.43 1.19 
6.77 1.17 
6.43 1.23 
1.72 0.91 
2.55 0.90 

4.23 0.74 
5.12 1.56 
3.96 1.10 
4.39 1.17 
4.28 1.0 

16.9 29.61 1.88 
28.1 24.01 1.13 
24.7 15.63 0.98 
46.5 36.81 0.64 
38.1 41.8 0.67 

92.6 
75:5 
74.9 
88.2 
86.8 

7.4 16.76 0.75 
24.5 28.95 1.38 
25.1 25.63 3.03 
11.8 11.25 1.54 
13.2 17.00 1.32 

As reported by ~Commarcia1 Tasting & Engineering 
Chicago, Illinois. 
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Appendix B-2 

J. M. BLACK. P.ENG. PH.D. 
CONB”l.TING GEOLOOlST 

6026 Cmmarvon Street 
Vancouve r l3, D. L 
June 4,1%9 

The Nanager 
Northern Coal Mines Ltd. 

DearMr.Garraq-. 

Re Cleaniw Tests on Coal Core 

Core from DD holes 20, 21 & 2.3 and from ML holes 2, 3 &,5, was sent to 
Chicago and was tested by gommeroial Testing & Engineering Company. The samples 
had an average ash content of 7.96%. 

All but one sample were first put in a medium with a ap. gr. of 1.40 and 
then, successively into denser mediums of 1.50, 1.60 and 1.90 respective~ly. One 
sample from a thin seem in I& hole #3 was first tested in a medium of sp. gr. of 
L35 and then in the denser mediums. 

A synopsis of the results in the 1.&l medium is attached. An average of 
86% floated in this medium. This float had an average ash content of 4.66%, 
showing an ash reduction of W.& The sink (the reject) had an ash content of 
22.86%. 

In the heavier mediums, of course, more float was obtained lxt it wus dirtier. 
From these tests, it would appear that a medium of between 1.4 and 1.5 would be 
suitable 'for cleaning this coal because it would recover a high percentage (about 
m) with an ash content of about 5% to 6%. This is appreciably better than the 
average American recwerg, which is about 8%. 

The core and the float and sink from each sample, was assayed for sulphur. 
The results are inoluded in the synopsis. 

The core before cleaning averaged 1.29$ sulphur, which is higher than most 
samples from the seams. The float averaged l-22 and the sink 1.7% sulphur. This 
is only a small reduction and is fairly typioal of results generally obtained from 
thfs method of cleaning., 

Yours truly, 
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COAL RESINS 

A. Soluble (invisible) Resin 

Ventilation Slope 

Detailed description 

4.05% 
3.80% 

Reference 

B-6 
A-2 

B-7 
c-2 
c-3 

B. Insoluble (Amber) Resin Reference 

Estimate locally 4 % A-3 

General description C-2,C-3,C-4 

Ocurrence noted in Bethlehem 
Drill Cores 

The Battelle Memorial Institute (C-3) describes 

detailed tests of a highly technical nature which suggest that 

these resins could be valuable products. A letter (C-4) 

from Battelle confirms their interest in continuing, 

research. 

.I 
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1. 

2. 

3,. 

4. 

A summary of their findings is as follows: 

A distinction is made between two types of resin 

occurring in the coal 

a) Dark soluble "Refined Resin." 

b) Visible insoluble "Amber Resin." 

All testing was done on the "Refined Resin" which 

was found comparable to Congo Resin for certain 

uses and which was priced at $0.21 to $0.28 per 

lb. in 1967 ($0.24 to $0.33 in 1972). 

It was indicated that the "Amber Resin" might 

be the more valuable of the two, but how much 

more valuable is not estimated. 

Further research is required to determine the 

best extraction methods for each of these types 

as well as their suitability for various 

industrial applications. 
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RADIOACTIVITY 

The Geological Survey of Canada report radioactivity 
in the vicinity of the Bowron River seams of Northern Coal 
Mines Ltd. amounting to 10 times background value 
40 uR/& . 

4 UR/hr. Copy of their report follows: 

-- 

.;JA; pTS”APp! 
a.. . II ,I 

RADIOACTIVITYOFTERTAIRY LIGNITESINSASKATCHEWAN, 
ALBERTAANDBRITISHCOLUMBIA 

Project 680106 

A. R. Cameron, P. A. Hacquebard, J. R. Donaldson 
and T.F. Birmingham 
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Kucera (A-l, p.4) states that "A scintillometer 
survey of rocks along the Bowron River, 500 feet south of 
Northern Coal camp reveals that fine-grained sandstones 
5 to 10 feet below the upper coal zone are radioactive with 
readings up to 7 times background count (see detailed 
stratigraphic section)". 

A notation on the strip log of D.D.H. 71-3 indicates 
a radioactive measurement at a depth of 290 feet as follows: 
11 4-5 x Background Count (285 - 290)". 

There is no further reference in Kucera's report 
to radioactive testing and it is not known if all the drill 
cores were systematically tested. 

Various references in the company's progress reports 
are made to analyses for U308, but the accuracy of these 
has not been verified at time of writing. 

Future exploration or development should include 
systematic checking of radioactivity. 

MINING CONDITIONS 

1. Large Scale Mechanized Mining 

Dips of 20' to 45O and fault dislocations indicate 

high mining costs which, however, may be alleviated 

by improvements in mining methods (hydraulic 

mining?, D-l) and made acceptable by increased coal 

prices. 
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2. 

3. 

A considerable amount of drilling would be required 

to test continuity of seams and to determine mining 

layouts. 

Small Scale Mining 

This would assume favourable results from tech- 

nological and market research on the resins. 

Mining of 300 to 500 tons per day would involve 

a relatively low initial outlay for the mining 

plant and would ensure several years production 

from the vicinity of the present working before 

undertaking extensive development. 

If the amber resin could be sold for 30 cents per 

pound and the coal for $12.00 per ton, F.O.B. mine, 

the gross product value is estimated at approximately 

$36.00 per ton. 

Gasification of Coal In-Situ 

This procedure is in an early stage of development 

and requires extensive research but offers considerable 

promise for the future (D-4). Field tests have 

been in progress in Wyoming since March 1973 (D-3) 
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and results there could have an important 

bearing on the viability of the deposits of 
._ 

Northern Coal Mines Ltd. 

Respectfully Submitted 

L. S. Trenholme, M.Sc. 

January 9, 1974. 



L. S. Trenholme - Statement of Qualifications 

This will certify: 

1. That I am a graduate of the University of Saskatchewan, 
B.Sc., (Geology) 1936, and of McGill Unversity, M.Sc., 
(Geology) 1939, 

2. That since graduation I have continuously (except 
1942 - 1945) practised my profession in mining and 
exploration geology, 

3. That I was in the employ of Brameda Resources Limited 
from May, 1968 to July, 1973 as exploration manager 
and staff geologist, 

4. That my experience in coal exploration has been 
obtained through 3 years close association with 
the Sukunka Coal Project of Brameda Resources Limited, 

5. That I have made one visit to the property of Northern 
Coal Mines Limited and have studied all significant 
reports relating to it and have been one of its 
directors (unpaid) since 1971 and, 

6. That I do not at present own any shares or other 
interest in Northern Coal Mines Limited or its 
properties, other than an indirect interest through 
ownership of 1750 escrowed shares of Brameda Resources 
Limited, which company owns 840,000 shares of Northern 
Coal Mines Limited. 

(Signed) A. .5. ‘z&e 
L. S. Trenholme 

January 9, 1974 
6746 Marguerite Street, 
Vancouver 14, B. C. 
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NoA.i;ern Coai Xines Limited holds 36 coal licenses on the lower 

3oi:ron River, extending for a distance of approximately 13 miles from 

P.drden Creek to Grizzly 3ear Creek. The area lies 35 riles east of 

Prince George and is accessible by gravel road south of Highway 16. The 

Bowron River valley in this area is flat-bottomed, l+ to 2 miles wide, 

and lies at an elevation of approxinately 2,400 feet: valley sides rise 

to s-its of about 4,000 feet. 

In 1971 Betoiehen Copper Corp. Ltd. investigated the stratigraphy and 

structure of the coal-bearing rocks and completed a programme of surface 

diamond drilling wit‘n 5 holes totalling 7, 474 feet. Drill cores and 

logs furnished by Northern Coal Hines were also studied. 

ST-RATIGRAHIY 

Host of the area is covered by 50 to 180 feet of overburden and out- 

crops are limited only in the banks of the river. Most of the information 

has been obtained from detailed map$ng of isolated rock exposurc$ for a 

distance of 23 miles along tine river and an examination of nearly 22,000 

feet of drill cores and logs.~ 

Basement Rocks 

Rocks of the Slide Nountain grog (Kississippian age?) crop out 

along the slope above the valley floor and have been penetrated by drill 

holes in the Bovron River basin. T:-.ey include argillite, chert, flo:r 
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breccia, greenstone and scme limestone. According to Campbell (1968) 

the Slide Nountain grou? in areas to the south are neither schistose 

nor greatly defamed. This is also true for this area, except that the 

steeply dipping dark grey limestone encountered on t‘ne east bank of the 

Bowron River at the noutii of Tenaskli Cr. is probably involved in a 

fault zone. 

Hassive grey tuffaceous sandstone cut by carbonate stringers and, 

veins has been encomtered in dianond drili holes \/L-LA, ML4, DDX-24, 

DDH-71-5, DDX-71-4 and DDE-71-2. Because of its intimate association 

with overlying Tertiary sediments, it is suggested that volcanic activity 

may have been contemporaneous with the initial sedimentation of coal bearing 

strata. 

Coal-Searing Sedimentary Series \ 

A thick sedimentary series overlies the Slide Nountain group and has 

been dated by Rouse (U.B.C.) as mid-Tertiary age. Diamond drill hole 

71-3, the deeTest hole on the property, penetrated 2,200 feet (true 

thichess) of shale, sandstones, breccias and coal beds in the lower part. 

Brecciil 

Breccias zre up to 200 feet thick and consist of angular fragments 
L 

of chert, green volcanics, quartzits, limestone, shale end coal fragments 

in a mediun to coarse-greined matrix. Some of the fragments are up to 6 

inches long but mars commonly zre 1 to "2 inches long. There is rapid and 
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w 
abi-;ipt graded beddiq i- .‘I r;t!,‘;; line-grained breccia cones that grade up, 

into coarse-grained sandstone, whereas some of the breccias are in sharp 

contact rith underlying sandstone and shsle units. Breccias are darker 

in, colour below the major coal zone in 3:DU-71-1, DDFi-71-2, DDH-71-3 than 

above, duz to a predominance of dark limestone pebbles and shale fragments 

i$ a dark matrix. 

I The thick breccia sequence'ia DDE-71-3 at depths of 937 $0 1,138 

feet contain pebbles with iong axes that lie in a downslopcdirection which 

suggests that tnc direction of transport was in an es.?%vest direction. 

One foot of hreccia in this drill hole at a depth of 290 feet is radioactive 

with readings of 4 to 5 times backgrowd count. 

A detailed exaninstion of the outcrop on the vest side of the Bowron 

w i(iver, 500 feet south of t'ne North& Coal canp reveals the lenticular 

nature of breccia units which pinch out frcm 3 feet thickness to extinction 

in a lateral dis'tance of 20 feet. Minor imbricate structures suggest that 

transport of fragments was from the south (see stratigraphic section). 

Sandstone 

These units are light grey to broom to dark grey, ver;r fine to cozrse- 

graincd and contain co.?? partings and abundant carbonaceous stringers and 

streaks. Graded beddinr and fine-laminations are Tuite common, especially 

at depths of 594 to 620 feet in ED%71-3 and 967 to 1,300 in DDE-71-4, 

Some of t'ne sandstones are cm-~ ,--bedded below the major coal zone in 
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DDH-71-1 at 1,500 feet depth. 

Contorted bedding in some of the drill cores is interpreted a6 

penecontenporaneous slunp structures. In sane cases, the sandstones n!lov 

the effect of being squeezed and sluqed by impact of breccia pebbles. 

h scintillometer survey of rocks a1or.g the Bovrron River, 500 feet 

south of Northern Coal canp reveals that fine-grained sandstones 5 to 10 

feet below $e upper coal zone are radioactive with readings up to 7 

tines background count (see detailed stratigraphic section). 

Shales 

Shales range from gray to black and broom in colour and contain thin 

sandstone and breccia zones, carbonaceous strin,cers and coal partings. 

w 
Dense and black shales are found associated with coal beds in DDH-71-l. 

lj Graded bedding within shale units is quite obvious. Snales at depths of 

306 to 967 feet and below 1,200 feet in DDE-71-4 are finely laminated and 

appear to be cyclic in character. A thin pyrite zone occurs in DD'd-71-4 
I 

at a deptii of 949 feet. Slump structures occur in'DDH-71-1 at 400, 

432-449, 740-857 and 1067-1069 feet depth; also in DDIi-71-2 at 804-815, 

and in DDH-71-4 it depths of 245-267, 282-304 and 335 feet. 

Distinctly bro:m shales occur within 200 feet of the top of the major 

coal zone in UL.-lA, VL-5, l&7, VL-9, DDH-71-4, DDH-71-3 and DDH-71-2 and 

therefore can be used for correlation purposes. 

Coal 

Most of the drill cores show a distinct coal zone in the basal 250 
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feet of section with a verticel thic'kness ranging from 60 feet in 

DDii-71-4 to 200 feet in DDH-71-3. Refer to vertical sections A-L-A' to 

G-G'. 

Toe beimvior of the coo.1 zone is quite variable. Individual coal 

beds and interbedded sandstones and shales do not maintain their 

thicknesses for any great distance., Within 1,500 feet of their first 

appearing, individual cozl beds may have become selmrated by as much as 

loci feet of sediment. Because of this fact, individual coal seams can 

not be traced from drill hole.to drill hole. 

The tiiickcess of the coal seams and the thic'kness of interbedded 

sediments are closely related seam properties and probably was determined 

largely by.the degree of subsidence t&icing place during the accumulation 

of peat in the Bowron River basin. Scam s$itting takes place so that within 

the sane stratigraphic limits, seams alray from the basin margin become fewer 

in number and individually thicker with a corresponding decrease in amount 

of sediment (DDH-71-l). Toward the margin of the basin, seams are thin 

and often contain an appreciable mount of sediinent (S-3 and NY4). 
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Drill Hole 

DDE-71-l 
DDB-71-2 

DDH-71-3 
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Figure 1 

Na.ior Caa2'Zor.e Tenetrated b~v Drill Hole 

De&& 

1,384 - 1,453 
Upper 1140-1171 
Lower 1258-1284 

Upper 2081-2146 
imer 2220-2261 

1720-1767 

Combined Thickest 
Coal Other Coal 

& Thickness Sedinents 'Bed 

25O 40 29 5 
25P 12 19 5 
25” 17 9 '4 

Upper 12 feet of lover sena 
contains 2 feet total shale 

200 15 51 2 

200 21 21 2.5 
38O 11 36 2 

The following is based on logs 
by Dr. Black for Northern Coal. 

upper 995-1039 150 . 15 
Lower 1097-1150 159 21 t,,, 

957-1102 200 3g 7 : 
iv .\ 

815-881 20" 32 
- W&5 .527-559 450 

WL6 777-809 45O 
m-7 1778-1810 25O 
m-g ' 54C-571 450 
DDH-11 49-91 450 
DDH-19 127-162 40° 
DDH-31 221-290 350 

32 
32 
24 
26 
28 
28 
22 

29 
32 

106 
34 
34 

O? 
8 

5 
14 
7 

57 
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b According to Commercial Testing and Zngineering Co. the coals 

in DDIi-71-1, DDH-71-2 and DDDn-71-3 is similar to anthracite in appearance 

but high in volatile matter. Core DDE-71-1 contains several resin blebs 

from 1,435 do:m. The mineral matter-free BTU ranges from 13,500 to 

13 ,, 900. If the coal is not oxidised its ranking according to ASTH is 
! 

High Volatile B Bituminious. Residue from the volatile detqzination 

indicates &e coal has caking prbperties but is non-swslling. 
! 

StratiEraohic Variations -- 

The sediments are characterised by sharp, vertical, lithological 

variations in more than one scale. Facies change in the horizontal 

.direction is also highly characteristic, particularly in the coarser beds. 

This finds its extreme development in breccias which cut fine-grainod 
lu sandstone and shales. 

Tie lowr part of the sedimentary series in the southern portion of 

the basin is conosed of shale. The shale secgence is approximately 800 

feet thick in DDH-71-3 (vertical section C-C'), 1,000 feet in >%-7 

(vertical section D-D*) and 770 feet in DDiI-71-4 (vertical .section GC' 

and E-E'). But &en in this predoninnntlJ shale facies a wedge of breccia, 

200 feet thick, occurs in DDX-71-3 and'pinches out before it reaches WL-7, 

a distance of 2,600 feet to the southzest (vertical section GG'): Cycli~c 

or rhythmic laminated horizons in these shales besgcak of lecustrine 

deposition especially in the area south of Northern Coal cam?. 
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The shale facies changes into coarse claetics toward the north, 

so that drill cores from X-lA, UL-2, ':!L3, V&4, and DDH-71-2 are 

composed predoninontly of sandstone and breccia (vertical section ', 

F-F' and G-G'). 

The breccia sequence in the upper part of tile sedimentary series 

is approxinetely 800 feet thick in DDH-'Ii-3 and 400 feet 'in DDH-71-l. 

The upper part of the, sequence is not exposed and its tote1 thic'kncss is 

unknw.?n. There is little doubt that fragments contained in the sedimentary 

breccia were derived from Slide Eountain rocks that outcrop on neorbJ 

slopes. A coarsening of facies in the stratigraphic record in a north- 

east direction suggest a principal sowce area in tInat direction. The 

random distribution of fragments, graded bedding, and imbricate structure 

suggests transportation in the fora of chennel deposits as well es mud- 

flows, giving rise to turbidity currents in the deeper portion of 

depositional basin. 

The long term subsidence of the basin nust be accompanied by uplift 

of the supply areas and this necessarily involves crustal deforoiation, 

since the cool-fbming conditions in the Bowron River basin becomes 

less and less obvious in upward vertical succession, while the percentage 

of coarse-clastico tends to rise. 

Extent of Coal-bear%? Rocks 

Examination of outcrops along the Bowon River extending from 

Grizzly Bear Creek northward to'Bighws.y 16 near Purden Creek reveals that 
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ou>rcc,roPP/M* 4- 5 mdl*s E."&. 

of= OOH. 7/-4 
the southern portion of the are c is underlniniby rocks of the Slide 

Mountain group (green volcanics, phyllites, and quartsites) and the 
-/+ / /cl C“) OUTC#zOP 

southern limit of sedir;enta~~.strata,\occur'along 'the west side of the 

valley + mile northwest of the confluence of Swq Creek and Borrron 

River, approximately 2 tiles south of the Northern Coal camp. Refer to 

the Photogeological Hap. his suggests that the coal-bearing rocks in 
GA 

the Bowon River basin&a far less extensive than was previously‘postulated 

by Black (1967) and others. 

The rocks exposed northwest of the Nort'ccrn Coal canp at various 

places along the Boxon Riverg conposed doninantly of coarse breccias 

and sandstones. Cores fron drill holes ilIrl.A, 1X-2, WL-3 and WG4 show . 

not only a pinch-out of coal sea~is in a nortiiwest direction but also a 

thinning of the sediments as the basin floor rises in the same direction 

(vertical section F-F'). These facts seem to discount the possibility 

of encountering anything but thin discontinuous coal seams at depth in 

areas northwest of DDEI-b&4. LLn /-es5 NL-4 ;a s/'tuatl?d on - 

/ocq/ ,s.e/eo - t.opo yra,'=h;~ h+h, 

STXJCTURAL GEOLOGY 

The Tertiary rocks occupy a linear basin oriented northwesterly, 

10 tiles ions and qqroxinately l+ niles wide. In gross aspect, the 

structure appears to be a graben that has been do>mdropped,in relation I> 

to Slide Xountain group rocks that crop out on bot!l sides of the 3or:ron 

River valley. The east side of the graben is interpreted as a fault, 

%nferred from aerial photographs by the relatively straight escarpment, 

conpooed of grerecn.volcenics, cunrtzite and black linostone. Throughout 
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most of its length the fault line is largely buried by Pleistocene and 

Quaternary alluvium along the Bomon River. Eastward dipping sedimentary 

breccias exposed on the east side of the river, l+ miles northwest of 

Tenaskli Creek% thought to lie within 500 feet of the fault line. 

Steeply dipping limestone at the mouth of Tenaskli Creek is probably a 

slice of Slide Mountain group associated with the fault that lies just 

west of this outcrop. 

The fault contact on the west side of the Bowron River Gaben has 

been observed in only one place. In the area 13 miles southeast of 

Northern Coal camp, thin-bedded dark shales are in contact with eastward 

dipping green volcanics of the Slide Xomtain group. The shales are 

overturned steeply toward the west near the fault but in a distance of 

100 feet, dip 50 to 600 eastward under the Bovron River. Refer to the '~ 

vertical section of this fault in the P‘notogeologic Kap. The fault can 

be traced to the soutii on the aerial photographs to a point just north of 

Tsus Creek, where it is completely obscurred by glacial and fluvial 

deposits. Toverd tine northwest, the fault is roanifent as an exhumed 

fault-line scarp, especially in the area southwest of Northern Coal camp. 

The Bowron River grabcn has been traced from Purden Creek southeast- 

ward for a distance of approximately 10 miles where it is cut off by a 

northeast-southwest-trending fault near the mouth of Tsus Creek (on 

Photogeologic Map). 
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‘c, 
Along t'ne western edge of the graben. the sedimentary series 

dip from 20 to 600 eastward. A local reversal of dir, does occur,,a$ong 

the Bo?:ron River 1 mile nort'nesst of the nouth of Taspai Creek where breccins 

dip as much as 70* westzard~. Vith the exception of this one outcro?, the 

writer has not seen any evidence to suggest that the coal-bearing rocks 

within the graben reverse their eastwrd dip beneath the Bouron Rjver 

valley. 

w 

Generalised Cross-Section 
Bowron River Graben 

Borron River 

Slide Mountain Rocks 

Styucture Contou*Iaa 

Structural contours drawn at the top of the najor coal zone 'pene- 

trated by drill in the Boaron River valley discloses that the sedimentor~ 

rocks dip 40 to 600 castward in the southern portion of the area whereas the 

strata north of Northern Coal can? dip& about 40° eaotwrd decreasing to 
‘w 'about 20° tot:ard the northewt. 
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&ill Hole WL-IA VL-7 
995 1778 

WL2 WL9 
1040 540 

VIP3 DDE-11 
845 50 

WG5 DDH-19 

523 128 

WL6 DDII-31 

775 220 . 

DDII-71-1 
1380 

DDR-71-2 
1235 

DDE-71-3 
2110 

DDH-71-4 
1720 

Because of the elevation of the najor coal zone in DDII-71-2 at 

1,144 feet is not consistent with an extension of a 209 dip of the coal 

zone in 1X-U (1,371 feet), it is ~oatul;ated that a northwest-trending 

fault lies between DDX-71-2 and k,ZlA rrith the e&t side upthroum, 

approximately 400 feet. Refer to ~fhe Structural Contour Map and vertical 

section A-A'. 
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1. Based on drill core examination,ond detailed napping in the field, 

the lir;its of the coal basin are nore restricted in area than was 'Formerly 

anticipated. 

2. I Distinct facies change fron shales and sandstones into breccias; 

this, conconitant with a rise i,n basement rocks northwest of DDK-I&4, 

discounts the possibility of encountering anything but thin coal seams 

at depth in this direction. Coal-forming conditions in the Bowron River 

basin are less and less obvious in upward vertical succession while the 

percentage of coarse elastics tends to rise. 

3. Because of extreice variations in ,thickness of coal seams and inter- 

bedded sediments,.continuity of individual coal seams is not naintained 

at depth and their correlation has not been possible. 

4. Coal-bearing rocks dip eastward at dips ranging fron 60' on the 

west edge of the Bowron River graben to 20' in the northern part of 

the area. There is no evidence to suggest that these rocks reverse 

their dip beneath the Bowron River valley. Because of this, it is 

almost certain that there is no potential for large tonnages anenable 

to surface mining. 
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CERTIFICA"" I.2 

I, RICHARD "0. KUCERA. of 2946 kkst 36th Avenue, Vancouver, British 
Columbia, do hereby certify: 

1. ~ That 

2. I That 

3. That 

4. That 

5. That 

Novenber 4, 1971 
Vancouver, British Colmbia 

I an an Associate %ofessor of Geology and a Consulting 
Geologist; , 

I graduated as a geologist fron the Ohio State University 
with the degree 3acheloY of Science in the year 1952, and the 
degree Master of Science in Geology in the year 1954. I an 
also a graduate of the University of Colorado with a Ph.D. 
degree in Geology in the year 1962; 

I am a nember of the A,nericar. Association of Pctroleuc; 
Geologists, a member of the Geological Society of A;lerica, 
a menber of the Rociq Mountain Association of Geologists, 
a member of the American Association for Advancezznt of 
Science, and a Fellow o f the Geolo&cal Association of 
Canada; 

I have no interest, direct or indirect, in the properties 
described in the attached rqort entitled "Geological Report, 
3ovron River Coal, Cariboo District, B.C." dated 
November, 4, 1971; 

thiqreport is based on both field &d laboratory study. 
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APFEPDM A-2 

~i~opwty has respondsd favorably to exploration aud is nearing th3 
a tqdo wbora production should bc con5idorsd. 

P&soar& into the qualit4es and ~303 of the reob in the ooal aad of 
possible nuhta for its has been going on for mny nontha and it is expootsd 
that in the ni38r future it will ba po33fhlo to 833033 the value of the resl% 

A mr slap3 is now boiug advanead toward a LX& ssm in the caup area 
3Dd 3OOn it 3hOulii bo pO33fbl0 for th3 first tine t0 W&I this SWJII t0 detaz+ 
mine the quality of tho coal whore it 2s unweathsrsd. Tbase tests 0a0 deter- 
LlitiQ th3 coking quality of the aoal. 

Indicated aad prebable rowrves am now oonsiderable aud, if the ooal 
cokes nodaratoly wall and/or the r33Sn has Glarirotable salt@, It May be dsoidsd 
to procced wltb plane for production. 

&Oauss of the Ukalihood of such a deofsiou, thb report has boon *- 
pamd in order to wxw.riee results of th3 work done. 

Several coal seauu~ over 5' thick occur in the lower part of an extonslve 
sod2.raentary h53.n. Tba aeams genedly have been explored oaly by drill holes, 

wi 
SOLIO of which are uidOly-spaood. One of the 3eaa3 has been followed la one 
WOPkl~g. Ekxause of fairly rapid changas In the sediments and the seams, exaat 
correlation of all the sOam ha3 not bocn poosible. 

Indi0ated reserves are 8,562pC00 tons. An area ~UrrciUu ded oathrse sides 
by indbatod reamma, ls estbatod to contain an additional 3,756@0 toPI) 
which are classed 8s proMAe. The total of lndhatad and prohubls reserves 
is 12~3X80000 tom. 

It io probable that these rmervem 0an b inoreased bsoause large arsas 
have not yet been explored. 

LThat a:cploratlon ?ce continued 
8) intha area 0lassed a s a pro.blo rasemg 
b) in the areas down-dip and along tbo strike fron the Indicated 

reservcia. 
If production io plannod additiold fill&u holes will be necessary to permit 
definite correlation of soam3 and to plau location of future slopes and levels. 

2e That the rmw slope bo oontinued downwaaxi in order that the lower S%UII 
my bj bulk-sampled at depth., 

3. That iuforuation r0 qualltlss and u3ea ofths rssin be forwarded to 
por?sPble purchasora to detertim marketability. 

.~CJ.TIOII 
I’ho property is on Bowmn River about thirty-five miles east of Prime 

George, whioh is a rapidly gmalng rail and industrial oentrs. The pr0p55'ty 
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KZ~ and wora disoovored about lo”lO. 
-&y&re ig&$* 

Soizo oxq‘~Ioration vas aarried out &at 
Then vwy lfttlo was dona until 1946. In most years slnoe then 

eom eqfloratiou has baen dozs by a series of eonpa~~Lss. In the la& three 
years o:&m~tloa has b3en 3u00033~41j. in follow* waaras for over two mllaa 
a;?; to OVOT 1,WO' depth. 

p;:;>I)ypr;:r p;:;>I)ypr;:r 
..,, ”  ..,, ”  

Go prwpsrby includas 0x13 h?dmd tMy-thpoo tineraIl olaime and three Go prwpsrby includas 0x13 h?dmd tMy-thpoo tineraIl olaime and three 
COGA licmoos ewe;r%g Lota 9591, 9592 and 9593. COGA licmoos ewe;r%g Lota 9591, 9592 and 9593. These oover a length of about These oover a length of about 
27,000f .dLoag 'cho base of -3-m s%dinoAazy aorieo vhcm tha coal 6eana ooour. 27,000f .dLoag 'cho base of -3-m s%dinoAazy aorieo vhcm tha coal 6eana ooour. 
Of this long& only 228OO01 &.a haen intensively explored gad the rematrder of Of this long& only 228OO01 &.a haen intensively explored gad the rematrder of 
this leqth is a logeal tar& for 02cpl0ratl0rb. this leqth is a logeal tar& for 02cpl0ratl0rb. 

A WJ~~I of sdiE13nt~) overl,OOO1 t&kc, ww laid down on voleanlo rooka.' 

v. 
Gn th propzty them ore no&ly ag$omerates and tuffa and greenatones of 
uxu:"ta% orlgilae Tb contact b&men the volom$.~~ and the sediments ia 
e~~i*or~Uo or nearly co and, in part, la gradational. Volosnio aotlvity 
esxiiizuod after the sta& of acemmlation of the sediaents. All the rocks 
are bolicmd Co be of %x-Wary ago. 

Tbo lower part of the sedim&ary a&as oozqrises predoninantly dark 
show md sandstoma. Interbadded with theaa are fb%q oo&l seams and SOW 
i&t and oonglom-ate beds. This pwb of tho sorias if about 350’ thlok lloar 
tll cap and thzirmtowaxda tha nort&wast and thiokons towanis the southeaat 
wham it is rtom t!xan 1,000 thiok. 

X0& of ";ti sc3w arre lecss thfm 10 thick but sevezal ar0 eve r 5' thick 
aad, In plaoas, am aa nuoh as 24' thiak. &I mny aa time of these faeam8~ 
5' 02 more tb%k, bvo kmn oared in sone holes. These thkkaesaes ineludc~ 
33 ths coal fn a ssqueaoe that nag %clude sovoral pax-t&a of shale or aend- 
stem but tha figgo &en am for the coal only. Papid shang~s in the aadi- 
~ockuy scwias votiically and laterally, in abort dfstanoes, make correlation 
~POZI goht to potit amaartain aiad uoxe holes will be rn~edad bjfora oorralstlon 
is 03Pta%* 

Tim upper part of the sodkmtary aorlea PO at leaat aeveralhmdred feet 
th%k and Pto top har not been Geea. It is ohe3aotorlxad by maraer beds than 
tb3 lwcxr pia% of the setis. It ampdsas grit, oongl~emte and sodinentarp 
n~gi~srato, as well aa sand&one and ahole. It contdna mlatlvaly fev bado of 

V 
~0.dalzdd 0fthe~ethathav~ been60ma- th.bb 
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COAL & i7Em: 

w 
Tim coal axposed undorgiioui3d and in d&U care3 20 clean and of gocd 

app0aakioe and ha5 a rdativvely high B.T.U. content. Thea thicker seama have 
par%q~ of up to 1 or 2 fwat of shale and sandstone. 

Dis;:pYbuted iiimgula~ly thi-ough tha saons can bs WMU omber-oolored par 
tides ‘up to nbmxt -&I aoross of resin. Reecn~ rassarch suggests that other 
rash is prww~t which is ooal-black hocior andp hsnoo, has not bsen reoog- 
ilfZ313 &?J .blld SpX&@ii.3. The results of roc~ering resin from bulk samples 
$&on f-s= the sl~po LG the ventilation entry, averaged about 3-G for air- 
ddsc: 003P. Th~lose results were based oa dissolving the resin In a solvent. 
iT.2.tkJ10 f&xm,-ch irutitiito rcporbs tlwt some of th0 crker resin is almost IA- 
cslublo acd that it is pro’b~blo that the ~zuZte reported earlier are incomplete 
a& tkt the total re3ti coatoat 4a greater than 3.85. 

Lila 1~~510s of the two seams near the camp has not been samplad bwauae it 

i-as not been accessible. lJowover, sections of it that have been oared, appear 
to contain nomowiut higher proportioa of resin than does the seam in the slope 
i;i .& vo&.&*iijQ w&&.& 

The ~asi.u &I tho coal com@ses sevaml Idifferent typoo with different 
q&i*~~. Solzs of it is oharactorizod bjr a vary high melting point aad It ia 
rokativsly iinsoluble. Roscaroh done nhowa th& the resin fs useful in curing 
i-.kX~r atid in th0 msiwfactaare of vartish0s and lacqxerap etc. 

Such of the resin eat be rooovversd from the coal by hydrocyolovlee after it 
4s c;Tush0d to -p. Yhan tha m&n ier mmovedp the quality of the coal 5.a fm- 

b prwed imsm~;;eh a B tixi proportion of fixed carbon increasea. 

ZAULTS: 
h?.e~ous nknoor faults with slight displaaocents can be seen uadergroui& 

Evidonea of fault&g is 50012 in 8om3 cores. One fault zone of oonafbrable 
thMm33 is exposed underground and thera is some evidenoe of faulting near ita 
i?;ojootad etiension to tho northwest. Its location and projected extension are 
shw~ 0x1 the aeocmpanying map. Cd had not been found east of this fault until 
tb deca wire line holes were drilled. 

Tha soamm3 cored in wire lins holes Uos. 1,2#3 and 4, dip about 100, much 
loss stoaply than near the margin of the basin, wham the soama dip about 45”. 
Tha scams in the deap holes are at about the depth they would be if the change 
horn Smp to gantle is gradual. This suggests that the appreat vertlc~l 
diapl.aooz.ton~ is relatively small (sea scctfon X 2). 

Iio;lavero fin the south8 the seams cored in wire line holea 5 and 6 dip 
abxt 4j0, which shoiis that the flattoning that occurs in the north has not 
tmxamd here down to the depths tested. 

Ctmabg that the thick seam cored in holes 5 aad 6 is the same one, the 
appzont strike is more nearly northwest than northrnorthwest. If this seam 
20 a oontinw&,Pon of one of those cored farthor north (as is likely), then It 
w~u2.d appear that there is a eonsidenlile horizontal displaaement at the major 
faults with a right hand movement. 

rJ 
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A c3v slop8 that is big enough to be used for production, has bean started 
es;-& of t'na cqp* Xt Is bd.xg driven westward and dowward at-12e at& in the 
nc:x- fatms, ohould reach the lower seam. It is equippod with a tipple and 
h&tp eompoanor and mucking mach%no. 

32 bolos, racoverlxg 1" chores were dA3lod in 2964 and 1965 and traced the 
~~pr and lwer scams near too river and tmaid tlb~ XO~%~WC&. Since then, six 
dcep2 widoiy-apacod hole:, hava been drUad, recovaz+ing I&a aore. These have 
c;;&ased for soams muah farthor oaot tb&n ths earlier drilling and to much 
~JYCGXW dayths. They have coixd coal at depths of over 3&00'. All but 84, 
ccmd on0 or mom SGamo~ 58 thick or mom. '2x3 thicknQs3es am showx on th 
acaoxaityii-4 map. Thaso holes have pzrmi?,ted a &go increase in estimates of 
&&;;ad a& ~&Y&-&J mmm~s. 

The averago thfoknsss in six holso asd in the Ventilation Slop is 8'. 

'i"ilu t,oxxago above 100' 5.0 2.&O x 8 K I?3 = 72#030. Thie, Is eonsidored des- 
25 

txyod by erosion or weathedmg and this loaves a gross indicated tounage baled 
100q of 2S7*003 - 72JJOO = ~~oOOO. OPtfiisp it is aosumed that lG$ is destroyed 
maar faults, leaving a net indicated tonnage of l22&% 81l figures are round& 
to nearest thousand. 

Id h&is been folSo;red along st~ikc fOP 2&803'. Its thfC!knQEa, bused OX 
coring it ix~ nine h&s and where it wao exposed in an old working, is 30.5'. 
Zt was cored 430' below the eurfaco and it 13 asamcd that it contirwos half as 
fa?a,aga~& ie. to a depth of 650c. This is equivalent to a slope length of 

Tha g-r033 indicated tonnage fs 7.03 x 10.5 x 850 = 'i&000. 
25 

Tl-~e tonnage above 103' i.a &DO0 x 3.0.5 x Is= U$?It ia assumed that this 
25 

has km removed by erosion and weathering. This leaves a gross fndicated 
toriioagca below 100' of 630~000. It is assumed that 10% of this is deatroyod near 
faultsp leaving a net indicated tonnage of 54&.000 tons. 

2: w Ar,i_,q 
w Tha lwer seam b3.3 beon fcillwed for .lp2OCJ'. The dOpS length is 

ammod to be the mms 83 in &ma. A. The ave~~go thioknoas in four holes, is 
6.5'. 





,’ a. M. EuQak, P.lbg. 
January 31, 1%7 



NORTHE,W~ COAL MINES LTD. 
report by 

J. M. Black, P.Eng. 
September 8, 1967 

kppendix A-j 

INTRODUCTION 

This property has been reported on many times previously. 
This report brings together much of the material contained in 
earlier reports. Since January exploration has continued successfully. 
Three diamond drill holes have been completed after intersecting the 
main seam or other commercial seams. The main slope has been advanced 
a total of 600' and has exposed two commercial seams. An entry 
has been driven 70' southeast on the upper one and from that point 
a short crosscut has been driven to the lower seam. Even though it 
is wet at this point, the swelling index of coal from here is 
higher than it was closer to the surface. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Indicated and probable reserves have been substantially increased 
and now are over 20,000,OOO tons. The seams thicken towards the 
centre of the sedimentary basin. Most of the area expected to be under- 
lain by coal remains to be explored. 

The coal cokes and the increase of the swelling index at the 
present deepest level to 2 and 2% from the 1 and 14 closer to the 
surface, indicates that at greater depths an even higher swelling 

w 
index may be expected. No gas has been detected underground. 

The most direct way to obtain samples from the coal at greater 
depth for swelling index tests is by driving a slope down on the upper 
seam exposed in the main slope. 

Research into the two main types of resin that occur in the 
seams has shown that they have useful qualities and possible markets. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Drive aslope from the new entry at -12O in the seam for 
350' to 4001, at which point it should be more than 180' below 
the bedrock surface and more than 200' below the surface. 
Presumably the coal at this point will be drier and less weathered 
and more representative of the reserves than any sample available 
till now. This slope will approach the seams exposed in the 
workings at the river bank but will be more than 200' deeper. 

2. That a large central area now underlain by a probable reserve 
be explored by three deep drill holes, 1,700' to 1,800' apart. 

3. That exploration be continued toward the southeast. 

4. That research into separation and recovery processes for the 

w 
resins be completed and markets considered. 
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LOCATION 

w The property is on Bowron River about 35 miles east of Prince 
George which is a rapidly growing rail and industrial centre. The 
property is now reached from Prince George over a total distance of 
50 miles of highway and road. It is only 5 miles south of a new 
highway constructed eastward from Prince George, which is now being 
paved. 

HISTORY 

Coal seams outcrop in the banks of the Bowron River just above 
the present camp and were discovered about 1870. Some exploration 
was carried out just before 1914. Then very little was done until 
1946. In most years since then some exploration has been carried 
on by a series of companies. In the last four years exploration has 
been successful in tracing seams for a distance of two miles and to 
a depth of 1,800 feet. 

PROPERTY 

The property includes 133 mineral claims and 3 coal licenses, 
covering Lots 9591, 9592 and 9593. These cover a length of about 
27,000' along the base of the sedimentary series where the coal seams 
occur. Of this length, less than, one half has been explored and 
the remainder is a logical target for exploration. 

w GEOLOGY 

Most of the area is covered by overburden and seams outcrop 
only in the banks of the river. Most of the information has been 
obtained from an examination of drill cores. 

A volcanic series of unknown thickness and extent underlies 
the coal basin. It comprises agglomerate, tuff and greenstone of 
uncertain origin. Some volcanic activity, resulting here in the 
accumlation of volcanic ash, continued after the beginning of the 
deposition of the sedimentary series that includes the coal. In 
some areas volcanic, ashy material stood up above the level of the 
floor of the sea in which the sediments accumulated and sediments 
could not accumulate in these areas. These elevations of volcanic 
material may have been only a few tens of feet high but were 
sufficiently high in at least two points around the edge of the basin 
to prevent the accumulation of the lower seam. 

Such elevations may also have occurred centrally in the basin 
but it is more likely that they were most extensive and occurred as 
peninsulas near the margin of the basin and this is the area that 
has been most intensively explored. 

Overlying this volcanic sequence, is a thick sedimentary series. 
It contains many coal seams in its lower part. 

,w 
This part of the 

series is characteristically fine-grained. It comprises chiefly dark 
shales and grey sandstones although coarser beds such as grit, conglomerate 
and sedimentary agglomerate are common, as are coal seams. Most of 



w 
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the coal seams are thin but as many as three are over 5' thick and in 
places are as much as 20' thick. A little greywacke and tuff are 
present. Most of the beds are thin - on1y.a fraction of an inch thick. 
The thickest beds, the conglomerates and agglomerates, are only a few 
feet thick. 

This lower part of t.?,n .sedimentary series, in the vicinity of the 
camp, appears to be a few ,, . :.+r; feet thick. Towards the southeast it 
thickens and, also, it thickens towards the centre of the basin and at 
Wire Line Hole #7 it is more than 1,000' thick and, possibly, is more 
than 1,200' thick. Coal seams are found only in the lower 200' or 
300' of it. 

Overlying this finegrained sequence is a sequence that comprises 
predominantly coarse members such as grit, conglomerate and sedimentary 
agglomerate. Shales and sandstones occur in this sequence also but 
are a minor part of it. The beds in this sequence also are thin. Coal 
is practically absent. The upper part of this sequence is not exposed 
and its total thickness is unknown. In the southeast, it is atleast 
550' thick and possibly is over 700' thick and in the northwest it 
is also 700' thick or more. 

The thinness of the beds suggests seasonal deposition and the 
many coarse beds suggest that the basin was a lake or sea close to 
the mountains. 

Fragmentary fossil leaves found in the coal some years ago 
indicated a Tertiary age for the series. However, the sediments are 
only slightly younger than themlcanic series and not separated from it 
by any significant interval. Also, the unknown but considerable 
thickness of the combined volcanic-sedimentary series (probably -several 
thousand feet) and the folding which has occurred, makes it appear that 
the entire series can more likely be correlated with a Cretaceous 
series than any know Tertiary one. 

COAL & RESIN 

Most of the work done so far has been on seams 7" to 12' thick. 
The coal is bright and of good appearance. It is a high volatile, bit- 
uminous, coking coal. Clean coal contains generally 6% to 12% ash, 
30% to 40% volatiles and 45% to 55% fixed carbon and, generally, 
between 11,500 and 13,500 B.T.U.'s per pound. 

The only seam exposed for a considerable distance is the one in 
the ventilation slope whichhas been followed for over 600'. Some of 
this seam was bulk sampled and found to contain close to 4% soluble 
resin. This resin has been named "Canadian" by the Battelle Institute 
and reports from that institute compared favorably with "Congo" resin 
which has a well-established place in world markets. In addition, the 
Institute reports that in some samples, visible, insoluble resin is 
almost as abundant as soluble resin. 

In the two seams most recently exposed, the visible resin is as 
abundant as in any exposure previously seen. The upper seam is 8' to 
10' thick and the lower one is 6' to 7' thick. 
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DRILLING RESULTS 

In the last 3% years, 42 holes have been drilled from the surface 
(a total of about 18,000') and one underground. The last eight holes 
from the surface have been drilled with a wire line and, generally, 
have been much deeper than the earlier holes. These holes have 
explored the coal basin along one margin for a length of 2 miles and 
a width of about % mile and to a depth of 1,900'. Most of these holes 
and one from earlier drilling, are shown on the accompanying plan. 

Wire Line Hole 87, completed in July, is the deepest drilled to 
date. In its upper part, it cored coarse, friable beds which tended 
to slough into the hole and caused the drilling to be done very 
slowly. Measurements of the inclination of this hole, showed that 
near the bottom it was a0 from vertical. A sectionCD through it 
shows this inclination and on the plan is shown the point at which 
the main seam was intersected more than 100' from the collar of the 
hole. 

Underground hole #l was drilled to explore the ground ahead of 
the slope. It cored a 6' seam near the collar and, at 80', entered 
volcanics, showing that here the sedimentary series was interupted by 
volcanic rock, part of a ridge or island, projecting above the floor 
of the sedimentary basin. The relationships are shown on Section AB. 

STRUCTURE 

The seams so far exposed and coredo dip northeastward. In the 
southeast they dip as much as 65O to 70 
at about 45O 

and, in the central area, 
and in the northwest somewhat less. These are the 

attitudes near the margin of the basin. Closer to the centre of 
the basin, the seams dip less steep:ly(perhaps only loo to 20°) and, 
towards the northeast, probably flatten out. On the northeast margin 
of the basin they may dip towards the southwest. In detail, the 
attitude is not uniform and is complicated by minor rolls and some 
faults. 

A major fault is exposed in the ventilation slope and crosscut 
and its probable location near there is indicated by some drill holes. 
It dips steeply. Within this fault zone, which is 50' to 60' wide, the 
seams are broken and mixed with the other sediments so they cannot be 
mined. No information is available as to the continuation of this 
fault but it is shown on the accompanying figure as if it continued 
indefinitely maintaining its attitude. 

The alignment of seams on opposite sides of the fault, suggests 
that there has been a considerable movement to the right along it. 
The results of the drilling near the ventilation workings, suggest 
also that the block northeast of the fault has moved downward relative 
to the block southwest of it. The extent of the two movements is 
unknown and may not be uniform throughout the length of the fault. 

Section AB has been prepared, showing no vertical movement at 
the fault, because the coal intersections as shown are consistent with 
no movement but the structure is probably more complex. 
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Some faults that probably are branches from this major fault, 
v are exposed in core from holes drilled near the fault. 

In the ventilation slope some minor faults strike northeastward 
and dip steeply northwest. On these there has been a left hand 
movement of about 10'. 

SURFACE WORK 

A new, larger air line was installed in the main slope. A new 
compressor house was built and occupied. A leading hopper was built 
into permit trucks to be loaded directly from the tipple without 
the use of a front end loader. 

The property has been surveyed and the location and elevation 
of workings and drill holes have been established. 

RESERVES 

These have been calculated as indicated or probable. Indicated 
reserves are based on drill core intersections plus information where 
available from seams exposed. Probable reserves are in areas without 
an exposure or a drill hole but which are believed to be underlain 
by coal because a coal seam or seams extend under adjoining ground, 
either along the strike (as in area A) or down the dip and along the 
strike (as in area B), on at least two sides. 

One area is exceptional inasmuch as it has had some holes drilled 
in it but these (possibly not deep enough) did not core coal. This 
areas is up dip from Possible Reserve A and between indicated reserves 
7 and 6. For present estimates, it has been assumed to contain no 
coal, although it is probable that further exploration will find coal 
in it. 

The area explored is about one square mile and several square 
miles are not yet explored. Only coal more than 100' below the surface 
and outside of the fault zone has been included in the estimates. The 
reserves are calculated by determining the area of the seam or seams 
within the limits under the discussion by multiplying the strike 
length by the slope length and getting the area in square feet. This 
is multiplied by the thickness assumed for the seams in the area, 
which gives the number of cubic feet of coal. This product is 
divided by 25 ( the approximate number of cubic feet in a ton of coal) 
to give the reserve in tons. Calculations are rounded to the nearest 
thousand. 

Indicated Reserves 

No. 1 1525 x 2050 x 21 = 2,626,OOO tons 
25 

v No- 2 
1060 x 1850 x 29 = 2,213,OOO tons 

25 
No. 3 1425 x 1200 x 6.5 = 444,000 tons 

25 

No. 4 1400 x 650 x 8 = 291,000 tons 
25 
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No. 5 1000 x 440 x 14 = 246,000 tons 
w 25 

No. 6 1700 x 210 x 9 = tons 
- 

129,000 
25 

No. 7 2370 x 3600 x 19 = 6,211,OOO tons 
25 

Gross total: 12,160,OOO tons 

Note re indicated reserve #4. This reserve is calculated on the lower 
seam as if it extended over the whole area. However, it is absent in 
an area which is outlined on the accompanying figure. But within an 
area that is approximately as large, are one or two other seams which 
together contain more coal than the lower orewould if it were present. 
However, because of uncertainty about the limits of the three seams 
in this area, the reserve has been calculated as if the lower seam 
only were present, though it is probable that this particular estimate 
is low. 

Probable Reserves 

A 5700 x 2250 x 19 = 9,747,OOO tons 
25 

B 1740 x 1150 x 6.5 = 
25 

520,000 tons 

Irr Gross total: 10,267,OOO tons 

Gross total, indicated and probable: 22,427,OOO tons 

However, a deduction must be made from this to allow for 
islands or ridges on the floor of the sea that may have prevented 
accumulation of coaly material, also for coal that may have been destroyed 
at unknown faults or by erosion. It is assumed that 10% is a sufficient 
allowance for these unknown factors. This amounts to 2,242,OOO tons which, 
deducted from the gross figure above, leaves a net total of indicated 
and probable reserves of 20,185,OOO tons. 

J. M. Black, P.Eng. 
Consulting Geologist 
September 8, 1967. 
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MINE OFFICE: 
3 - ,330 THlRO AVENVE 

MINE: PRlNCE GEORGE RAOlO PRINCE GEORGE. E. C. 
“GARRAWAY MINES” PHONE: 564.581.S 

Northern Coal ines Lt.d. 
(Appendix A-4) June 6, 1969. 

LETTERTOTHESHAREHOLOERS 

The last letter to the shareholders was dated January 26, 1968. At that time the Coal Slope, 
which was being driven downwards in the 11 feet c&l seam at a gradient of -12 degrees, was at Station 
70 feet. 

Until the present time there was very little news to report except that the Coal Slope was 
being slowly advanced as funds became available. 

In August 1968 the Coal had been advanced to Sta. 296 feet, but we thought it impossible 
and unfair to ask the shareholders for assistance for the second time. We now know this was a mistake. 
Undoubtedly the shareholders would have given us their unanimous support as with the share offering 
in January 1968. 

w 
The Slope was completed by means of loans from your directors and the invaluable assistance 

of a few major shareholders. 

Your board of directors are pleased to report that on December 18, 1968 the Coal Slope had 
reached it’s objective of 400 feet and had been levelled off for some 20 feet in preparation for a Landing. 

The Upper - 11 feet - Coal Seam 

The Slope passed through the Zone of Oxidation at Station 325 feet or some 225 feet down 
the full pitch of the seam from surface. 

The Landing at the bottom of the Slope is under more than 200 feet of solid backs - Shales 
and Sandstones - and some 280 feet down the pitch of the seam from surface. 

The coal at the Landing is extremely dry and dusty but no Methane has been detected, 

As the Coal Slope was advanced below the Zone of Oxidation there was a. gradual improvement 
in the Coke Button Index and a reduction in the percentage of Volatile Matter. 

Numerous analysis of samples taken during the driving of the last 75 feet of the Slope proved 
we had an extremely low ash coking coal of from 2.6 to 4.0 per cent ash. 

Systematic testing has proved that when our coal is crushed to minus l/2” and then passed 
w over a l/4” screen between 80.0 and 9O:O per cent of the resins and some of the ash passes through the 

l/4” screen with the fines. The l/2” X l/4” coal then tests as low as 1.2 per cent ash. The elimination 
of a high percentage of resin is reflected in the reduction of Volatile Matter. 
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The Lower - 8 feet - Coal Seam 

This seam is exposed in the river bank where it is 4 feet thick and contains 36 per cent Volatile 
Matter, 6.5 per cent ash, 2.5 per cent sulphur and has a Coke Button Index of 2 l/2. Diamond drilling 
indicated the thickness increased with depth and in all deep holes the seam was at least 8 feet thick. 

Three cross-cuts have been driven to this lower seam. One, off the Entry at the top of the Coal 
Slope - 100 feet vertically below surface -, the second at 200 feet and the third at 250 feet down the 
Coal Slope. In each of these cross-cuts the seam is 8 feet thick with a good roof and a very hard floor. 
The seam is clean and the coal, in place, is very hard and strong. The coal has improved with depth and 
samples from the last cross-cut, in the Zone of Oxidation, contained 28.6 per cent Volatiles, 1.6 to 4.0 
per cent ash and 1.5 per cent Sulphur. We can expect better results when the coal is tested below the 
Zone of,Oxidation and there is a very good possibility that the sulphur per centage will be reduced to a 
level acceptable to the steel makers. This seam is approximately 35 feet horizontally from the Landing 
at the bottom of the Coal Slope and below the Zone of Oxidation. 

When the Japanese visited your mine, between May 15 and 19 last, they were disappointed that 
the lower seam was not exposed for their examination at this lower elevation. They were of the opinion 
that provided the sulphur percentage was reduced, in the lower seam, that both seams should be mined 
at the same time. 

During the period from the time the Coal Slope was completed on December 18, 1968 until after 
the Japanese visit on May 19 last, we had been unable to employ a full crew necessary to carry out any 

w development work. 

Although we have what is considered a dry coal mine, in order to comply with the Rules & 
Regulations of The Coal Act, we had to employ three men to keep the slopes unwatered at all times. 

Results of the testing of samples shipped to Japan and Chicago in January 1969 were not received 
until May last. 



Apx?ndix B - COFll Testing 

a-1 Sink - Float Analysis of Drill Cores - 1969 

B-2 Black, J. M., Letter Report On Cleaning Tests 
June 4, 1969 

B-3 Proximate Analysis - 
by Superintendence Company (Canada) Ltd. Nov. 19,1968 
Mines sample from "Main Slope" at 400 feet. 

B-4 

B-5 

E-6 

B-7 

Washing Test - Osaka Shipbuilding CO. April 2, 1969 
Bulk Sample, "Main Slope" at 200 feet. 

Proximate Analysis - "Main Slope" at 200 feet 
by Nippon Kaiji Kentei Xyokai April 6, 1968 

Proximate Analysis - NO. 1 Seam "Ventilation Slope" 
by Coast Eldridge January 28, 1964 

Petrography 
G. S. C. Technical Report 93-H-13W-1 1972 
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Dcscri,7:ion of Sample: canadiin Ccal 
, 

Qmticy on a/L OI Invoice: - 
( Appendix B-5 ) 

Same of vcse:: 7 
smp:e - jvesented by the Applicant. 

: 
i. Iaherent ?4oisture . . . . . . . . . . 

2. Ash ....... .. 

3 . Volatile I'Iatter ........ 

4. Fixed Carbon 

5. Total Sulfur 

6. c. a. I. 

........ 

........ 

........ 

. . 39.1% . 

. . 5:.2% 

. . 0.8% 

. . 1 

(Last Iten) 

~ xethod of analysis : JIS M 8801, 8812, 8813. X.3 

Branchj 

. 

‘I 

* : 



w REPORT iii, Chemical Testing 

*T "ancouver Laboratory ( Appendi% 'B-6 )' ORDERNO 

PRO.lECT, Coal Analysis L)ATE January 28, 1964 

REPDHTII" TO: Northern Coal Mines Ltd., FVLE c.3-N.i?-64 10055 
1347 Sussex street, 
Victoria, B.C. 

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION 

No. 1 Bone Sample 
No. 2 ,' Coal Sample 

RESULTS ', 

No. 1 

Sulphur Wt. Percent 0.95 % 

No. 2 

Moisture Wt. % 
Volatile Matter Wt 7. 
Ash Wt. 7. 
Fixed carbon Wt. 7. 
Sulphur Wt. % 
Resin Wt. % 

(Benzene, Isopropyl Alcohol 
and Acetone solubles) 

. . ; Coking Characteristics 
B.T.U./lb 

Air Dry Oven Dry 

0.4 
43.0 43.2 

9.8 
46.8 1;:; ! ! 

0.80 0.82 

4.05 
y3 

11,070 

COAST ELDRIDCE 

J!'d. Smith 
CHIEF CHEMIST 
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PETROGRAPHY OF T-dE COAL FROM T!3E GARROWAY KIX'E IN THE i3OWRON RIVER 

COAL AREA,.BRITISH COLUXBIA. 

ABSTRACT 

A petrographic study was carried out oil coal from the Garroway 

Xine in the Bowron River.Coal area in British Columbia. 

The seam studied is of Tertiary age and the examination was part 

of a larger investigation on Canadian Coals of Tertiary Age. 

Though the coal is reported as being a coking coal, stability 

predictions based on the chemical composition as determined by proximate 

analyses, reflectance (Ro) indices and maceral composition indicated other- 

wise. Results showed that the reactive-inert imbalance predominantly fav- 

oured the reactive components. These constituents, contribute good swelling 

characteristics to a coke but lack.of an optimum amount of the inert or dull 

coal components result in a coke that is weak. 

: The coal is reported to be high in percentage df the maceral resinite.. 

Visible resin nodules were observed in the coal during sampling. The subsequent ' 

microscopic analysis did not substantiate this observation because this type 

was not observed during the analysis. Resin of the invisible type, due to 

vitrinization, could be treated only as a vitrinoid. a_ 

Though this coal would not produce a coke of good quality by itself 

it could be used possibly as a blend to mix with a coal which has good strength 

contrib'uting properties and a lack of good swelling characteristics. 



.~ :,-w The existence of coal on the Bowron River in British Columbia has 

been known for the last 100 years. Dawson noied in 1877 that coal was reported 

-by Dewdce 
ry 

on the banks of the Bear River - later known as the Bowron River. 

The seam sampled is from the Northera Coal Mines Ltd., Garroway Mine 

(see Fig. 1) which is located on the ;est bank of the Bowron, about 35 miles 

east of ?rince George - a rapidly growing rail and industrial center. The 

mine is only five miles south of a newly paved highway that has recently been 

constructed from Prince George. 

Due to the increased interest in B.C. coking co&, considerable 

development work has been done in the Bowron River area. ,Fetrographic:studies 

have been undertaken to determine the nature of the coal and its suitability 

for coking. The coal is reported to have a high resin content and the present 

:, w company set out to mine the coal solely for the resin and have the coke as a ; 

low priced by-product. Favourable indications from swellirlg tests coupled with 

ihe mine's favourable location in respect to the Japanese market reversed this 

policy. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY 

The Bowron River valley is almost entirely covered with overburden, 

and,,therefore,the coal seam outcrops can only be observed along the. banks of 

the river and along the creeks. 'a_ 

The rising ground on the valley-sides and a few points along the 

\ Qu 
river itself are underlain by a group of largely green-coloured volcanic rocks ,, 

aad include fine tuffs, breccias and lavas. The only intrusives seen are sev- 

era1 small dykes which intrude dark argillite near the north of Purden Creek' 

(Holiand 1948). 



FiEURE 1. SAMPLE LOCAlION MAP, BOWRON RIVER, B.C., 

The coal is found in a series of sandstones, shales &nd conglomerates 

that outcrop along the river. It is possible that the coal-bearing series may 

outcrop farther to the northwest and southeast but the formation has not been 

x.x& farther in those directions. 



The coal formation comprises grey and buff sandstones inter-bedded 

w with light to dark soft shales and sandy shales, some of which are carboniferous. 
, 

'as well as several beds of conglomerate. The conglomerate contains cobbles of 
as much as 

'green volcanic rock / 10 inches in diameter proving that the volcanics are 
as much as 

the older. Several beds, / 15 feet thick, of grey conglomerate outcrop 

along the river. The distribution of coal-bearing outcrops suggests that the 

formation underlies the Bowron River valley forming a belt 14 to 2 miles wide 

and about 7 miles long. 

Holland (1948) reported that a collection of fossilized plant remains 

was submitted to the late Dr. W.A. Bell for identification who reported, "the 

fossil plants from the Bowron River area are poor indeed.....but....I consider 

: 
the age to be Tertiary”. In 1968 Dr. Bell, in an unpublished report stated, 

_.~ 
"the evidence, unsatisfactory as it is, favours a time interval in the Upper 

w 
,Cretaceous, within the limits of Campanian-Maestrichtian and particularly a 

Campanian oneu. 

From the foregoing it is obvious that dating the Bowron River meas- 

ures is very difficult. the problem being compounded by the lack of good fos- 

sil material. 

MacXay (1946) noted that the coals of the Bowron area are of Tertiary 

age, and at least 3 of the coal seams are of coruaercial interest. He also 

states that the coals have been classed by the Provincial Government as bit- 

uminous in rank. 

In 1969, Dr. G.E. Rouse of the University of British Columbia, Dept. 

of Botany, reported, "I am reasonably sure that the Bowron suite is Tertiary ' .~ 

in age; most likely betweenMiddle Paleocene and-mid 'Eocene,with a chance of 

w early Paleocene". Dr. Rouse made his age determinations on fossil pollen grains. 

He felt that the collection of more megafossils, especially plants, would aid 



::i 

Though the age of the measures is iii doubt due to the lack of good 

fossil evidence, it is generally considered that the coals found in the 

Jowron River area are of Tertiary Age. 

'! 
Sample Preparation and Megascopic Examination 

A column sample was taken from the upper seam of the productive 

part of the coal measures from the Garroway If'ne, siated to be 10 ft. thick. 

: The sample represeats 7 feet of coal'exposed at face of prospect slope. 

ITIe Column was taken to the laboratory cut into smaller, nora manageable blocks 

and n;oUnt@d in Taraplex - a plastis mounting medium. 

After mounting, these blocks were labelled as to their relative 

position in the columii and oriented with respec: to top and bottom. 

The blocks were then polished on a Buehler polishing lap using's 

standard acceptable procedure. They were then examined megascopically using 

a hand lens and a very low power Biereoscopic microscope (X5). 

In general appearance, the coal examined is a normal banded coal 

composed almost entirely of the bright components vitrain and clarain. 'S-lb- 

ordinate amounts of shaly coal, coaly shale and shale also occur. The ?oal 

has a high lustre and is hard and dense. 

The megascopic profile of the seam is reproduced'in figure 2, which 

shows'that the seam is split by four distinct partings., The pure coal, con- 

tained between these partings was divided into nine petrographic intervals based 

on the relative proportions of the entities present. 

The resulting breakdown showed that intervals“1 and V are composed 

mainly of the shale-rich entities while the remaining. 7 are of clean coal which 

differs only in the vitrain to clarain ratio. Vitrain exceeds clarain in interval.. 

II, IV and'IX while the reverse is true in intervals III. VI, VII and VIII.. 

Throughout these bright intervals the shaly impurities OCCUr in minor Percentages. 
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FIGURE 2. PETROGRAPHIC COMPOSITION AND R,. INDICES, OF WE UPPER 
SEAM, BOWRON RIVER, B.C. 



Microscopic Examination . 
s 

Coal from the megascopically determined intervals was then prepared 

for microscopic examination. 

The coal representing each interval was crushed to -20 mesh and 

riffled to yield a representative sample. A grain mount was prepared from 

each interval and polished on a Buehler Automet polishing lap. The polished 

grain mounts were then used for reflectance measurements and maceral deter- 

mixtim. I Reflectance measurements are normally made on vitrinite, the most 

abundant constituent in most coals. Measurement of this parameter is a petro- 

graphic way of expressing rank. An increase in rank is accompanied by an in-. 

crease in reflectance and this can be measured quite precisely. Such measure- 
usually 

merits on a given coal are 5.1~ reported in two ways: 

1. An average of a number of readings may be calculated and the 
rank of the coal expressed by a single reflectance index. 

2. The reflectance data also may be used to subdivide the vitrinite 
into so-called "V" types. These are designated by number as 
Vb, V7, etc. These numbers signify a reflectance range. Thus 

Vb means vitrinite with a reflectance range between 0.60 and 
0.69X in oil, while V7 has a range between 0.70 and 0.7991. 

Reflective indices were determined with a Leitz microscope fitted with 

a photometer. This is a similar arrangement to that which is generally accepted 

and used by other petrology laboratories. The instrumentation and its stan- 

dardisations are described in the "Third Draft, Equipment and Procedures for 

Determining Microscopically the Maximum and Mean Minimum Reflectance of the 

Organic Components in Polished Specimens of Coal, ASTM Designation D5' Subcom- 

mittee XVIII Petrographic analysis of Coal" by J.L. Bayer. It is described also 

by Schapiro and Gray (1960). 

The results of the reflectance study are shown on figure 2 in the '_ 

right hand column headed Ro. These show that the mean maximum reflectance of. 

the vitrinitecomponent is almost constant from the top to the bottom of the seam. 



/ 
I That there is little variation in the consistency of the vitrinite is shown by' 

,iY the fat: that the refiective index of the various intervals only fluctuates from 

! 0.64 to 0.65 which is within the range of the staiistical error encountered 

in the work. The average reflectance for the entire sea&is calculated to be 

A #forther indication as to the lack of variety in the vitrinite is 

.' shown by the fact that,the:e were only 4 vitrinite types in evidence in the 

entire nine intervals which ranged fron V4 to V7. The vitrinite type V6 ac- 
per cent 

counted-for 661 of these reflectance readings. 

The rank of the coal was determined chemically using the method out- 

i 

lined inthe A.S.T.X. standards on coal and coke (1962). The coal was found 

to be of high volatile B bituminous rank. Rank as determined by reflectance 

was in accord with the A.S.T.M. method. 

The grain mounts used in the above R. study were repolished and 

re-examined to determine the maceral content of the coal. Macerals are the 

basic constituents of coal and are analagous to the minerals of inorganic rocks. 

The ones identified in the present study are vitrinite, exinite. resinite, mic- 

rinite, seinifusinite and fusinite. Mineral matter also WES determined. Defi- 

nitions of the.macerals as well as the nethod followed in determining their 
.! 

,1 quantity conform to those suggested in the International Handbook of Coal Petro- 

;/'. logy (1963). The results of this examination are shown graphically in the center 
:'.i 

column of figure 2 and numerically in table I. During the analysis the macerals 

sesifusinite and fusinite were considered separately but these later combined to 

produce the column in figure 2 because they appear to represent stages in a gene- . . 
! ,'.' 

<,~I 
tically related group. The fact that the combined total of these two macerals 

;jcI . 
per cent . 

does not exceed 5/ in any interval facilitated plotting. 

As,previously stated the seam in the Garroway Mine is very bright, 

hard and has a high lustre. The maceral analyses of the various petrographic 

intervals substantiates this initial impression. 



Interval Height 
Inches 

vitrinite Exinite Resinite Micrinite Semifusinite Fusinite Miners 
z ..~~. ;b _.. ,.x,. ._. ., ._,.. . 2 .,.,, . . . . . ..,. I, ..,_, .,%,. .,,,..~....... . . . ~. 2 Mattfr 

~.. .~~ ..~. ~~.~~~ 

IX 6.6 

VIII 11.3 

VII 11.4 

VI 7.4 

V 4.4 

84 7 1 - 

85 6 1 - 

85 2 1 1 

80 4 2 - 

61 4 1 - 

4 ~1 3 

1 7 - 

11 - - 

6 - - 

3 1 30 

IV 5.7 90 3 2 5 - - - 

III 9.2 73 3 1 - - - 

II 4.9 90 2 1 1 - 

I 8.8 65 1 - 1 2 1 

. SCXXO 69.7 8O.F 3.6 0.4 1.0 1.1 0.3 
Average 

.Maceral Content of the IX Petrographic Interval~s'of the Upper Seam, Bowron River Area 

23 

6 

30 

13.4 



a high of 9C/ in inierval IV, tS;e 3rigStest ~;i;it and dropping to a low of 
per cent 

611 in interval V, which is the dullest interval. The monotony of the col- 

unn is bro;Een 3y tS;e three intervals I, III, and V which have higher amounts 

of mineral ir.purities. TSe mineral pyrite and various shale minerals account 

for t:Se mineral matter. The other maceral components are present only in 

minor percentages. 

The seam tinder study has been noted for its relatively high resin 

conten:. Black reports on two types of resin, namely solubie or "Canadian" 

resin and insoluble resin. Theformer is reported to compare favourably with 

"Coago" resin which has a well-established place in world markets. This re- 

sin was named "Canadian" by the Batelle Institute (Black 1967). This "Cana- 
per cent 

dian" or soluble resin was reported to amount to 4/ in this coal. In contrast 
megascopically 

to the above "soluble resin" which is invisible,/the insoluble resin is vi- 

sible and is said to be present in the'coal in an amount equal to the "sol- 

uble resin" (approximately 4%). 

During the visit to the mine to collect the sample studie,d, the 

visible resin was observed in the coal. The resin appeared as small (fl inch), 

elongated,amber-yellow nodules randomly distributed throughout the seam. 

The invisible, soluble resin was assumed to be so only in a mega- 

scopic examination, but would be visible during the microscopic phase. The 

resulting low percentages actually observed during the microscopic examina-, 

tionstherefore were disappointing. 

A fragment of the visible resin, hand-picked..from the seam, was 

examined in oil under reflected' light and showed a distinct brownish red- 

orange colour and therefore appeared as a readily identifiable component. ,.~ 

During the subsequent analysis, none of this type was observed in the coal. 

The small percentages of resinite evident ranged from light to dark grey in . 
colour. 

D 



jw 1 , 

/ 
, 

./ 

by Black and the paiiclty of resin found by the present analysis could be attri- 

buted to "vitrinization". Stach (1958) reports that the elliptical resin bodies 

can lose their resinous characters by polymerisation and may be transformed into 

grek vitrinite. Such resinous material in a petrological examination would have 

to be assessed as vitrinite or, more strictly, as semi-vitrinite. Thus it would 

appear that through this process of polymerisation the resinite loses its ori- 

ginal optical properties and assumed the same colour as vitrinite.. It is con- 

ceivable that in this process the resin loses some of its "exinitic" properties 

acd takes on more vitrinitic characteristics. 

COKE STABILITY 

The present mine operators found that the coal near the top of the 

slope produced a coke button with a.~swelling index of 1 and that it increased 

as the mining proceeded down the dip of.the seam. 
per cent 

Coke stability can be predicted with an accuracy of 941 (Berry,et 

'a1.,1967) if the maceral content and the reflectance data of the seam are known. 

The method followed in the present study was that described by Schapiro, Gray 

and Eusner (1961) and the calculated stabil'iiies for the petrographic intervals 

and a composite of the entire seam were compiled. The method considers tha 

macerals as belonging to two groups, namely those which are reactive (vitrinite, 

exiniie, iesinite, l/3 semifusinite) and those which are inert (fusinite, micri- 

nite, 2/3's semifusinite, mineral matter). The method further assumes'that for 

maximum coke strength there is an optimum ratio of reactive6 to inerts and that 

this ratio varies with rank. 

The results of the stability determinations'for the Bowron coal are 

shown in Table II. 

Table II 

Interval I II III IV v VI VII VIII Ix Seam Average 
Stability 6 0 0 023 0 O',O 0 9 

Predicted Coke Stabilities of the Petrographic Intervals and Seam Average of D 
Upper Seam, Bowron River Area. 



1,and V have a calculated predicted stability of 0. The remaining intervals, 

1, Ir I and V have stabilities of 6 and 23 respectively. The predicted stability for 

/ the entire seain was 9 as compared with a s:ability of 50-60 for known coking coals. 

1 The resulting low stability factor can,be alnost solely attributed to 
j / 

i 

the lack of the so-called inert inacerals such as the semifusinite, fusinite and 

i nicrinite. 
per cent 

As can be seen frown figure 2, the seam is composed qf almost 801 of 

,I the reactive components vitrinite and exinite. These are the macerals that con- 

tribute the swelling properties to the coke. As previously stated, resinite 

behaves in a manner simiiar to exinite and this adds considerably to the swell- 
per cent 

ing characteristics. Coal that contains 5/ resinite is considered a high resin- 
per cent 

ous coal and therefore the 8/ reported by Black puts the seam under study in 

: this category. This overabundance of swelling reactives would yield a favour- 

,,,; w able coke button but not necessarily a 'strong coke. 

~1 
On the other hand, a coal that would be considered a good coking coal 

::I 
would have a predicted coke stability of from 50 to 60. The reason that this 

"% 
>“i 
:: 4 coal has such poor predicted stability is due to the paucity of the inert macer- 

'1~ 

,i 

als which impart strength to the coke. The calculation of stabilities is based 

on the ratio of reactive entities which in general produce the swelling charac- 

;I teristics to the inert components which give the coke its strength. It is, 

; i therefore, unlikely that this coal would produce a good coke. The coal could. 
/ 

j.‘i 1 
1 

however, be used as a blend to mix with a low,.volatile coal that has a high in- 
to determine 

ert maceral content. Further study would be required / the suitability of 
. . 

this coal for blending. 
SUI'MARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The upper seam of the productive part of the coal measures'in the 

Bowron River area is composed of a clean-looking coal with a very high lustre. 

The coal is dense and hard and contains small amber-yellow resin nodules dis-' 
0 

pcrscd through it. 



w T‘ne coal is a high volatile bituminoils coal by A.S.T.M. standards 

and this was borne out by the mean maximum reflectance index of 0.65. 

Tne coal has yielded a coke button with a free swelling index of 1 

near the top of the slope aad 3 at the face. The operators predict a button 

of 5 as they procedd down dip. This is not over-optimistic as the coal is 

coqosed iminly of those nacerals that contribute volatile6 and hence swelling 

of the coke. The lower indices of 1 and 3 obtained on the samples mentioned above 

nay be due to oxidation of coal collected relatively near the outcrop. 

Tnis abundance of reactives is detrimental to the process of coke making 

with this coal since the inert macerals which give strength to coke are present in 

very small proportions. It is the lack of this inert component that gives a predicted 

coke stability of only 9 for the seam even though one of the established petrographic 

w 
intervals gave a figure of 23. Tais was the highest figure obtained and, when weighed 

against the 50-60 stability index produced by good coking coals, indicates a coice 
. 

of inferior quality; The coal possibly could be used as a blend with a coal which 

is low in reactive macerals. 

There was little petrographic indication of the high (8%) resin 

content attributed to this coal. This lack could be attributed to the amount, 
v 

of bitrinization undergone by the resin or by the superiority of a chemical 

analysis to determine the resin content of this coal. 



;w 
/ 
i I 
! . 
1 
7 
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Appendix C - Resins and Radioactivity 

C-l "Radioactivity of Tertiary Lignites . . . ." 
G. S. C. Project 680106 

c-2 Battelle Memorial Institute 
Report on Refind Resins November 30, 1966 

c-3 Battelle Memorial Institute 
Summary Report on Resins February 28, 1967 

c-4 Battelle Columbus Laboratories 
Letter and Attachments November 29, 1972 
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COAL RESEARCH 

4. RADIOACTIVITY OF TERTAIRY LIGNITES IN SASKATCHEWAN, 
ALBERTA AND BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Project 680106 

A. R. Cameron, P. A. Hacquebard, J. R. Donaldson 
and T. F. Birmingham 

Radioactivity measurements of Tertiary lignites were carried out with a scintillometer at about 200 stations in 
southwestern Saskatchewan, southeastern Alberta, and a large area of south and central British Columbia. All visible 
coal occurrences were checked including thin lenses, dirty coal, carbonaceous shales. etc. Readings above two or three 
times the background were considered significant for sampling and about 35 samples were collected. The most approp 
riate of these will be processed for chemical determination of the uranium content. 

In Saskatchewan 73 stations were examined in the Cypress Hills district coal area. This was extended into 
Alberta to include the western and southern flanks of the Cypress Hills. With a background of 5 to 15 microroentgens 
per hour most readings ranged from 0 to 25 microroentgens above the background. However, in the vicinity of Eastend, 
Saskatchewan, two good readings were obtained (a) 380 &R/hr with background of 19 pR/hr and (b) 600 yR/hr 
and background of 31. The latter occurrence is 3/4 mile due west of a similariy good reading obtained last field season. 

In British Columbia 125 stations of Tertiary coal areas were surveyed at White Lake, Princeton. Tulameen, 
Merritt-Quilchena. Spence’s Bridge, Hat Creek, Kamloops, Chu Chua, Alexandria, Quesnei, and Bowron River. In most 
areas readings above or even approaching the two times background were rarely obtained, with the following exceptions; 
White Lake, a high of 16 UR/hr above a background of 14 !lR/hr; Princeton, a high of 19 pR/hr above a background of 
8 p R/hr; Chu &a, a high of 33 pR/hr above a background of 7 v R/hr; and in the Bowron River section, a high of 
40 p R/hr above a background of 4 w R/hr. 

Along with the uraniferous lignite survey, column samples were collected in the following areas for coal 
petrographic studies: Eastend, Saskatchewan (3), Luscar, Alberta(l), and in British Columbia, at Michel (3), Hat Creek 
(1). and Bowron River (1). From the Blakebum strip mine at Coalmont 21 samples were taken for the coal reflectance 
studies. 
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505 KlNG A”ENjE COLUMBUS,OHIO 4320,. A>EA CODE 614,TECEPHONE 299-3151. CABLE eDDRESS: BATMIN 

November 30, 1966 

(Appendix C-2 ) 

Yx. David A. Ross 
Northern Coal Mines Ltd. 
1296 Kings Avenue 
Xest Vancouver, British Columbia 
Cti@da , '.." 

'. " Dear Mr. Ross: 
.',.. 

This letter summarizes the work done on otir study of the composition 
'of Northern Coal Mines' resin from Coal from June 1, 1966, until November 1, 

1966. S:nce the ten-pound sample of Refined Resin arrived only-recently, the 
evaluation studies in rubber and in coatings have just been started and will be 
reported upon at a later date. 

cr 

Chromatographic and spectral data indicate that the Refined Resin 
is a complex mixture of some 40 - 50 components having hydroxyl, carboxylic, 
and ester functionality. In my letter of June 15, 19GG, it was indicated thxt 
no aromatic components were present in the Refined Resin. More recent studies 
now indicate that the Refined Resin is predoininantiy a mixture of condensed 
ring aromatics with aliphatic substitution on the rings. 

The Refined Resin is very resistant to hydrolysis. 11~ resin could 
not be con;pletely hydrolyzed by treatment for a period of 2 - 3 days with a 
20 percent solution of sodium hydroxide in either water or a water-ethylene 
glycol mixture at temperatures up to ZOO'C. Only a small aGiount of hydrolytic 
products was obtained from these treatments of the resin. These products 
appeared to be a more complex mixture of materials than the original resin 
and no attempt was made to characterize them. 

Xore informative data were obtained by solvent fractionation of the 
Refined Resin according to the scheme shown below and examination of the 
resulting Irclcti0i-s. 
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ZQ,,David A., Ross~ 2. November 30, 1966 

w 

Refined &sin 

J Extraction with benzene at reflex 
for 21 hours c 

(A) insoiuble (59.5%) 
/ 

(B) Soluble (40.5%) 

Extraction with diethyl i. 
ether at 25 C 

I 
(C) Insoluble (5.2%) 

I c 
(D) s0iubk (35.3%) 

w 

The infrared spectra of the various fraction were similar to one other 
and to the original resin. These data indicate that: (1) the resin is probably 

' 3 r,1ixlxrc of mtcrials of a r;inglc class or fsmily of cllenlical compounds rnthcr 
than a nixtui-e of different chemical classes, and (2) the variws fractions 
obtained by the solvent fractionation represent different molecular weight 
species present in the resin. 

The diethyl ether soluble fraction (D), 1.9G g, from the above fractiona- 
tion was partially hydrolyzed by treatment for 16 hours with a 3.2 percent solution 
of sodium hydroxide in a 1O:lO:l mixture of dimethyl sulfoxide, ethyl alcohol,and 
water. An acidic fraction was obtained which contained some ester carbonyl as 
shown by infrared examination. Iiowcver, no ncurral alcoholic fraction, i.e. 
material containing hydroxyl, but no carboxylic acid functionality, was obtained. 

The acidic fraction of D was estcrified with diazomethane and then 
fractionated by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) on Silica Gel G using a 10 percent 
v/v solution of acetone in diethyl ether as developing solvent. Five fractions 
of materials were obtained. Infrared examination indicated that each fraction 
consisted of a mixture of materials. 
having R, values" in the range 0.03 

The infrared spectra of four of the fractions 
- 0.95 were similar and showed hydroxyl and 

ester c&bony1 functionality. 
1.00, was 3 ncutrnl mstcrial, 

The fifth fraction, having an Rf range of 0.95 - 
i.e., contained no hydroxyl or ester functionality, 

andwas aromatic in nature. 

The fact that no neutral material containing hydroxyl functionality 
was recovered from the hydrolysis of fraction D suggests that the precursors 
of the resin are hydroxy acids. Hence, the ester carbonyl of the resin may 
arise from, (1) intraesterificntion to produce a lactone, or (2) intcresterifica- 
tion to pi-educe a normal ester. Some evidence' in support of these hypotheses is 
found in the nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum of the resin which shows two 

w types of esters to be present in the resin. 

The R. value of a component is the distance that component has moved on the 
TLC pfate divided by the distance which the solvent front has moved. 
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Xr. David A. Ross 3. November 30, 1966 

A sample of the Refined Resin was rcduccd to hydrocarbons by 
distillation with zinc dust. Examination of the reduced product by infrared, 
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and gas liquid chromatography showed 
it to be a complex mixture of hydrocarbons consisting predominantly of aromatic 
or condensed-ring aromatics with aikyl substitution on the rings. The infrared 
spectrum of the reduced mntcrial resembles the spectra of coalsland asphalts, 
especially in the aromatic substitution region of 950 - 650 cm . 

On the basis of the above date, it is believed that the Refined Resin ,, 
is a mixture of condcnsntion prodxts of a conplex aromatic hydroxy acid highly 
substituted on the ring(s) with allcyl groups. kxause of the complexity of the 

\ 

resin no attempt was made to determine whether the hydroxylic functionality was 
aliphatic or phenolic in nature, or a mixture of both types. 

Because of the coqlexity of the resin, a considerable amouiit of work 
would be required to do a complete elucidation of its structure, and at present, 
further e:fort in this direction does not seem to be warranted. 

. Comparison of hbcr Resin and Rcfincd Resin 

Very early in this program some incongruities in the properties of ~ 
Ainber Resin and Refined Resin were observed. hber Resin is the amber-colored 
clear xuterial which can be picked out of the coal by hand. Refined Resin is 
the dark-colored material obtained by the extraction process which was employed 
to obtain the ten-pound batch of resin recently received. 

As reported in my letter to Mr. Ross of June 15, 19G6, the following 
differences were observed. 

1. Infrared spectra indicate 'that the Amber Resin is principally 
ester, whereas Refined Resin is a mixture of ester and carboxylic 
acid. The composition of Refined Resin seems toliebctween that 
of Amber Resin and the original coal. 

2. Amber Resin is, for all practical purposes, completely insoluble 
in chloroform, benzene, or pyridine. By contrast, Refined Resin 
is completely soluble in 'pyridine and soluble in varying extents 
in a number of other solvents. 

3. Refined Resin softens at ,-L 200 C. Amber Resin does not soften 
at temperatures eveix at 400 C. A differential thermal analysis 
(DTA) in nitrogen, indicates that Amber Resin does not mel,t 
until- 450 C, at which temperature it is volatilized (probably 
with decomposition). 

Further consideration of these points has led to speculation about 
the scparntion being achicvcd by the solvent cxrraction process. Accordingly, 
samples of the various fractions involved in the separation were obtained from 
Northern Coal Wnes Ltd. and analysed by infrared spectrometry and examined 
microscopically. 



EC. Dsvid A. Ross 4. Sovember 30, 1966 

%e microscopic studies togethe-r with the iafrsred spectra showed 
conclusively that the Amber Resin is not being remved by the extraction 
proc2ss. It remains in the extraction residue. Figure 1 is a photomicrograph 
of Adocr Resin picked out of coal by hand. l’hf sharp edges and conchcidal 
fractilrc pattern are especially important. (i‘he black material is coal which 
rc,,;aix!d stuck to the resin.) Figure 2 is 2 photomicro~r~ph of Refined Resin. 
li”,icsc particles are of an entirely different character than the frsginents of 
ihbcr ihi; ii;. NOlie nrc troiispnrcnt, r,nd evca ;hosc ~that are trsnslucent are 
rcddis!l bormm rathe< than light an:ber as ia the case of Amber Resin. Egure 3 
is a pho’ioi;1icrogr;ph of the residue left after the extraction process by which ,, 
the ?.efined Resin is obtained. There arc may clear, light-amber particles 
which arz obviously the original Amber Resi;?, along with same coal residue. 
YZese clear particles still have the conchoidal fracture pattern, which indicates 
that they have not been affected by the solvent extraction. . 

I mdcrstand that lrhc conmcrcial plnnt to mice resin will use, an air 
classification process. Our work demonstrates rather conclusively that the 
extraction process simply dissolves the more soluble coal fractions. By contrast, 

, the air separation process will function cm an entirely different basis -- 
relative narticle densities. The air seoaration IXOC~SS thus may give a product 
rich ia kuzbcr Resin, and if so it would be vastly‘different 
Refined Resin. 

from the present 

w We are currently attempting to isolate as much of 
possible to study its properties fur,ther. Included will be 
air classification on the five pounds of extraction residue 
time ago. 

the Amber Resin as 
an attempt to use 
we received some 

It has been some tine siace you visited Battelle, and I believe another 
visit in the near future to discuss the current status of the project would be 
helpful. 

NBN:i(R 

%nc. (3) 

._. I  
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FIGURE 1. AMBER RESIN (62X) ' 



FIGURE 2. REFINED RESIN (62X) 

.,. 



FIGURE 3. EXTRACTION RESIDUE (62X) 
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505 KING AVENUE COLUMBUS,OHlO 43201. AREA CODE 614,TELEPHONE 299-315, CAHLt~ ADDRESS: BAT,.,N 

February 28, 1967 

(Appendix C-3 ) 

Mr. David A. Ross 
Northern Coal Mines, Ltd. 
1296 Kings Avenue 

' West Vancouver, British Columbia 
Canada 

Dear Mr. Ross: 

We have now completed the work so far agreed upon in our 
investigation of "Refined Canadian Resin in Coatings and in Rubber 
Compositions". The enclosed report covers this phase of the work. 

The results indicate promise for the refined &sin, both~in 
oleoresinous varnishes and ati a low-cost extender in certain rubber com- 
positions, but further work will be required in both applications. At 
least some of the additional work should be deferred until a product 

W' more representative of the ultimate commercial product is available. 

However, I believe that you should give ser'ious consideration 
to the separati+m process. We have shown that the solvent extraction 
process leaves the "Amber" resin behind, and we believe that this may 
be the most valuable part. We would certainly like to get enough to 

. 

evaluate it in coatings. . 

If you can arrange to visit Battelle in the next month or so, 
I believe that it would be worthwhile to discuss the r&sults obtained 
so far and to decide the course of future work. 

Sincerely yours, 

Mayn.& B. Neher 
Associate Chief 
Structural Organic Chemistry 

MBN:ja 

Enc. 
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STimY OE\ REFINED CANADIAN RESIN 
IN COATING AND RUBBER COi'POSITIONS 

M. B. Neher, G. F. Cremeans, and W. J. Mueller 

INTRODUCTION 

iuring 1966, a preliminary study of the chemical and physical 

properties was undertaken of a fossil-type resin found in the Sponsor's 

coal deposit. This evaluation included a cursory study of potential 

applications of the resin in coatings and in rubber compositions. 

This preliminary study indicated potential markets in both 

the coating and rubber fields. These results, along with the results 

of the chemical characterizations, were summarized in a letter report 

from M. B. Neher, dated November 30, 1966. 

All of the work described in the present report was performed 

w using the resin obtained by solvent extracting the fraction of coal that 

floats on a CCl4/Varsol mixture with a specific gravity of 1.25. The 

sample was supplied by Dr. Visman. This fraction has been described . 

as "Refined Resin", and is referred to as such.'fhroughout this report. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS* 

The Refined Resin was evaluated in rubber compositions for use 

as (1) a filler and extender, (2) as an ingredient to improve abrasion 

resistance, and (3) as an antioxidant. The results indicate some poten- 

tial for use as a low-cost extender, but little or no potential in the 

other areas. 

u 9: The work repqqted here is recorded in Battelle Laboratory Record Books 
i/23043, pp. l-11; i/24497, pp. 10-30. 

. 
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The Refined Resin was evaluated in'oleoresinous varnishes of 

the type that normally employ fossil resins (e.g., Congo resin). The 

Refined Resin appears to have potential application in these coatings. 

The experimental coatings made from Refined Resin are harder but darker 

than those made from Congo resin. However, the "Amber" resin picked 

out of the coal by hand appears potent,ially more valuable than the 

Refined Resin. 

EVALUATION OF REFINED RESIN AS A 
COXPDLiNDING INGREDIENT IN RUBBER 

Refined Resin was evaluated as a compounding ingredient selected 

rubbers in three areas. These were (1) filler and extender, (2) anti- 

oxidant, and (3) ingredient to increase abrasion resistance. These areas 

were selected on the basis of preliminary evaluations in rubber, and the 

chemical proper-ties which have been established for Refined Resin. 

, 

Filler and Extender )I 

Large quantities of many materials are used as fillers in 

rubber compounding. These materials are normally added to improve 

certain properties, and they range over a wide area with respect to 

particle size and cost, depending upon the requirements of the products. 

Extenders are often added to supplement the fillers. These are usually 

low-cost materials which have little effect on properties, either good 

or bad, and are used primarily to increase the compound volume and 

decrease its cost. 
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The results of a preliminary examin&ion of the Refined Resin 

in Neoprene W are shown in Table 1. SRF Black was used as the control 

since large quantities are used in this polymer for general-purpose 

applications. The SRF Black increased the modulus and tensile strength, 

while decreasing the elongation. The SRF Black also increased the mini- 

mum viscosity and decreased both the sforch (&a) and cure (035) times. 

The major effect of using the Refined Resin as a filler (Composition 12) 

was a large decrease in tensile strength and an increase in elongation 

and ninimum viscosity. The effects on other properties were not large. 

The effect of supplementing SRF black with a small amount of Refined 

Resin (Composition 13) was a further increase in the stiffness of the 

composition as shown by the increases in modulus and minimum viscosity; 

w also, decreases were noted in the scorch and cure time at 250 F. 

Comparable data obtained with nitrile rubber are shown in 

Table 2. With this polymer, the control filler was MT black, which . 

can often be used where high product quality is".not required. The use 
/ 

of the Refined Resin as the filler resulted in a vulcanizate with very 

low tensile strength. On the other hand, the compositions (16 and 17) 

in which the Refined r(esin was used as,an extender for the MT black 

did show the most promising results. The effect on the minimum viscosity 

was much less than was observed with the Neoprene W composition, possibly 

indicating greater compatibility of the resin with the nitrile rubber. 

When used a,s an extender, the Refined Resin increavd the scorch time 

(A5) at 250 F, but had little effect on the cue time or rate at 302 F. 

‘cu 
The results of this study with the two polymers suggest little 

.1 
possibility for the use of Refined Resin as a filler, but indicate that 



TABLE 1. REFINED RESIN AS A FILLER AND 
EXTENDER IN NEOPRENE W 

Composition Number 
10 11 12 13 ---- 

Mooney Scorch and Cure Data at 250 F 

Minimum Viscosity 32 
A5, min 8.4 
LY35, min 15.2 
Ci35-&, min 6.8 

Mooney Scorch and Cure Data at 307 F 

Minimum Viscosity 
ki,min 
A35, min 
&355-s, min 

w 

100% Modulus, psi 

300% Modulus, psi 

Tensile Strength, psi 

Elongation, percent 

Hardness, Shore A-Z 

Ingredients: 

Neoprene W 
SRF Black 
Refined Resin 
Zinc Oxide 
Magnesium Oxide 
Stearic Acid 
Phenyl-B-naphthylamine 
2-Mercaptoimidazoline 

Cure, min. 
at 307 F 

10 
20 
31) 
10 
20 
30 

10 
20 
30 
10 
20 
30 
10 
20 
30 

Nil 
80 

Nil 
130 
210 
220 

1990 
2430 , 
2604, 

850 
730 
760 

75 
72 
76 

100 

5 
4 
1 
2 

73 66 90 
6.7 9.7 6.0 

11.9 16.1 10.5 
5.2 6.4 4.5 

a5 59 101 
2.0 2.9 2.6 
3.4 5.1 3.7 
1.4 2.2 1.1 

660 
830 
620 

2340 

120 
220 
220 
370 
380 
400 

104.0 
980 

1000 
700 
620 
640 

72 
75 
77 

860 
900 
900 

2820 

3310 
2920 
3000 

320 
240 
260 
01 
75 
80 

2820 . 
2700 
2920 

300 
230 
270 

75 
76 
80 

100 
50 

5 
4 
1 
2 

100 

50 
5 
4 
1 
2 

0.5 0.5 0.5 
w -= . . --- __ ----- - ------ 



TABLF: 2. RFaFINED RESIN AS A FILLER AND EXTENDER IN A 
BUTADENE-ACRYLONITRILE COPOLYMER (HYCAR 1041) 

~---- ---- 

- 
Composition Nunber --- 

14 17 15-- 18 - 

Mooney scorch and Cure Data at 250 F 
Minimum Viscosity 37 47 33 
&, min 49.5 72.0 62.0 
m, min 57.5 88.0 71.0 
&35-A5, min 8.0 16.0 9.0 

43 
57.0 
66.0 

9.0 

Mooney Scorch and Cure Data at 302 F ' 

Minimum Viscosity 26 22 22 21 
A5, min 8.8 12.4 9.2 8.7 
A35, min 10.3 14.3 10.5 10.2 
&35-b, min 1.5 1.9 1.3 1.5 

Cure, min. 
at 302 F 

100 percent Modulus, psi 

300 percent Modulus, psi 

Tensile Streng_th, psi 

Elongation, percent 

Hardness, Shore A-2 

Ingredients: 

Hycar 1041 
MT Black 
Refined Resin 
Zinc Oxide 
Stearic Acid 
Sulfur 
Benzothiazyldisulfide 

10 
20 
30 
10 
20 
30 

10 
20 
30 

10 
20 
30 

10 
20 
30 

220 Nil 
290 200 
300 220 
600 Nil 

1010 250 
1100 300 
2080 320 
1730 800 
1780 620 

720 ,I'?1000 ; 
5001 710 
490 560 

62 60 
65 66 
66 70 

100 100 
50 - 

50 
5 5 
1 1 
2 2 
1.5 '1.5 

200 
290 
300 

240 
300 
350 

520 420 
970 840 

1040 920 
1900 1510 
1720 1570 
1660 1380 . 
780 
510 
480 

780 
540 
430 

65 69 
64 69 
66 70 

100 
50 
5 
5 
1 
2 
1.5 

100 
50 
20 

5 
1 
2 
1.5 

. 
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it may have some merit as a low-cost extender. Further work would be 

required to establish this point. At the same time, we would need to 

have a fairly accurate estimate of the planned selling price for the 

resin, so that materials could be selected as controls against which 

it would probably be competing. 

Improvement of AbraLion Resistance 

Earlier,studies at Battelle have shown that the abrasion 

resistance of some nitrile rubber compositions can be significantly 

improved by the addition of a phenolic resin. The nitrile compositions 

which are so affected are those which contain a low-co&t carbon black 

which provides a low degree of reinforcement. To determine whether the 

Refined Resin was able to function similarly, the compositions shown 

in Table 3 were evaluated. Composition 24, containing a phenolic resin, 

~Durez 12687, showed only 14 percent as much abrasion loss as Composition . 

23 (no additive); whereas Composition 25, cont'aining Refined Resin, showed 

three times as much abrasion loss as the additive-free composition. 

These results clearly show that the Refined Resin does not 

provide the abrasion resistance afforded by the phenolic resin. 

: 

Antioxidant 

The characterization study on the Refined Resin reported in 

a letter of November 30, 1966, by M. B. &her, indicated that the resin 

had hydroxyl funtionality, although it was not established whether this 

was aliphatic or phenolic in nature. Presently, several hindered phenols 
_I 

and diaminas are used as rubber antioxidants. The phenols are used where 



TABLE 3. REFINED RESIN AS AN ADDITIVE FOR 
IMPROVING ABRASION RESISTANCE 

~---- --_--__----- ~- -------___- 
Composition Number 

23 24 --- 25 -_-_--___ 

100 percent Modulus, psi 

300 percent Modulus, psi 

Tensile strength, .psi 

Elongation, percent 

Hardness, Shore A-2 

Pica Abrasion Loss, cc 

Ingredients: 

Hycar 1041 
W Black 
Refined Resin 
Durez 12687 
Zinc Oxide 
Stearic Acid 
Sulfur 
Benzothiazyl disulfide 

400 

1880 

2640 

410 

70 

0.022 

100 
40 

5 
1 
2 
1.5 

1180 460 

2980 1280 

2980 1880 

300 450 

86 80 

0.003 0.063 

100 
40 

30 
5 
1, 

,I' 2 
1.5 

100 
40 
30 

5 
1 
2 
1.5 

. 

-- ~_-_----_-_--~ 

. . 



TABLE 4. REFINED RESIN AS AN ANTIOXIDANT 
IN NATURAL RUBBER 

-- ---- _=--_-______ 

Composition Number 
iii- 19 20 ------ 21 22 - - 

Unaged Properties 
100 percent Modulus, psi 200 140 
300 percent Modulus,'psi 1560 ,, 1480 
Tensile strength, psi 2930 3100 
Elongation, percent 480 500 
Hardness, Shore A-2 56 56 

Properties After Aging 
4 Days at 212 F 

100 percent Modulus, psi 370 400 
Tensile strength, psi 1520 2280 
Elongation, percent 230 310 
Hardness, Shore A-2 61 64 

w 
Ingredients: 

Smoked Sheet 100 100 
SRF Black 45 45 
Zinc Oxide 5 5 
Sulfur 2.5 2.5 
Stearic Acid 1 1 

100 
45' 

5 
2.5 
1 
7 Benzothiazyl Disulfide 1 1 .L 

Phenyl-e-naphthyl Amine 2 ,x9 _"~ 
Refined Resin 2 

1460 
2720 

460 
54 

190 170 
1400 1210 
2550 2220 

450 440 
56 55 

350 360 350 
1180 1230 1170 

210 210 220 
59 62 63 

100 100 
45 45 

5 5 
2.5 2.5 
1 1 
1 1' 

5 10 
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staining and discoloration cannot be tolerated, while the diamines are 

used in other applications because of their better performance. 

To determine whether the Refined Resin has any antioxidant 

activity, a study was made with natural rubber, using phenyl-p-naphthyl- 

amine (PBNA) as a control antioxidant. Property determinations were 

made on unaged compositions b nd on coqpositions aged for four days at 

212 F, following standardized aging procedures. Antioxidant activity 

was judge&by the differences in tensile strength and elongation bet&en 

the unaged and aged compositions. 

Table 4 shows that Composition 19 containing the PBNA had a 

much higher aged tensile strength and elongation than any other compo- 

sition. The three compositions comtaining the Refined Resin were no 

better, and possibly a little poorer, than the Composition 18 containing 

no added antioxidant. Thus, the results clearly show no antioxidant 
- 

activity for the Refined Resin. 

EVALUATION OF REFINED RESIN IN CbATINGS 

. 

In general, the physical and chemical properties of oils and 

resins used in the preparation of a varnish carry over into the finished 

vehicle. The primary reasons for adding hard resins to drying oils are: 

(1) To increase the hardness of the film 

(2) To improve water and chemical resistance 

(3) To improve the gloss 

(4) To shorten the drying time. 

These improvements are normally attributed to the fact that the hard resin 
, 

added is usually hard, glossy, and inert to acid, bases, and water. 
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L,,~ . 
The trend in the past twenty years has been to use synthetic 

"hard" resins in the varnish-making trade to replace the fossil resins -y. 
that were once used almost exclusively. The reasons for this are pri- 

marily: (1) uniformity of product, (2) increased production capacities 

for synthetics, and (3) synthetic resins are competitive with fossil 

resins in price. However, fossil resjns are still being used to prepare 

nominal amounts of oleoresinous varnishes, with Congo resin being one 

of the most popular. This material sells for $0.21 to $0.28 per pound, 

depending on quality and type. 

It was initially decided to compare Refined Resin directly 

with Congo resin in similar coatings formulations. This involved a thermal 

de,gradation of the resin until it became soluble in a fatty acid tri- 

ry glyceride. For this program, linseed oil was chosen. In addition, 

other type formulations (resin-esters) were tried and other means of 

incorporating the Refined Resin into polymeric vehicles were used. , 

The solubility of the Refined Resin in rosin derivatives was also estab- 

lished. 

The degree of difference between a linseed oil film and a 

modified linseed oil film naturally depends on the hard resin content 

of the coating. The varnish trade refers to short-, medium-, and long-oil 

varnishes. This terminology indicates the gallons of oil used per 100 

pounds of resin and the following definitions are used: 

(1) Short-oil, 6-18 gallons oil/100 pounds resin 

(2) Medium-oil, 18-30 gallons oil/100 pounds resin 

(3) Long-oil, 30-60 gallons oil/100 pounds resin. 

In &neral, hardness and chemical resistance decrease as the 

oil length increases, but flexibility of the film is proportional to 

. 
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the oil content. For the purpose of this study, varnishes having oil- 

length values of 10, 20, and 40 were used. 

Oleoresinous Varnishes 

The normal procedure for incorporating Congo or other insoluble 

hard fossil resins is to heat the resin at 330 to 345 C until oil solu- 

bility is attained. Congo resin is usually brought to 335 C in succas- 

sive heats, each requiring about 1.5 hours. During this time, a 20 

percent weight loas occurs, with the acid number of the resin decreasing 

from 112 to about 85. 

The degree of heating required to degrade the Refined Resin 

was determined before any effort was made to incorporate it into a 

coating. To do this, 200 grams of Refined Resin was heated in a stain- 

less steel beaker under a carbon dioxide spurge. The temperature of the 

resin was raised to 330 C and small samples removed at 30-minute intervals 

and tested for oil solubility. In addition, tiqight-loss data were ob- 

tained. The results of this experiment are summarized in Table 5. These 

data show that considerable degradation has to occur before the resin. 

becomes readily soluble in linseed oil. Nevertheless, it was found 

that if the resin is heated to 327 C and held for 30 minutes (in a 

nitrogen atmosphere), the resulting processed resin can be dissolved in 

linseed oil by heating the oil and the resin for about three hours at 

230 c. Congo resin, when thermally processed until a 20 percent weight 

loss occurs, will dissolve in less than one-half hour under similar 

conditions. However, since the thermal processing of Congo resin rarely 
.1 

results in a loss greater than 20 percent weight, it was decided to use 

. 
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TABLE 5. TXERMAL PROCESSING OF CANADIAN AMBER RESIN 
NECESSARY TO OBTAIN AN OIL SOLUBLE PRODUCT 

---_I =I_________- 

Weight LOSS, 
Processing Time under percent of 
CO2 at 327 C, Minutes Initial Resin 

- - - - -  

Solubility in Linseed Oil ---- 
100 c for Heating at 230 C Until 

5 MixI Solubility is Attained 

0.0 (no thermal processing) 0.0 Insoluble Insoluble after 5 hr 

l.dl) 
30.0 20 

Insoluble 

Insolubl&;~ 

Insoluble after 5 tir 

Soluble after 3 hr 

60.0 29 Insoluble Soluble after 2 hr 

90 

120 40 

Insoluble Soluble after 1 hr 

Soluble(2) Solkble in less than 1 hr (2) 

- -- 

(1) A 30-minute heating time was used to raise the temperature of the resin from 25 C to-327 C. 

(2) The resin at this point consisted of two materials--a carbonacious foam on top and a liquid 
resinous mass in the bottom of the reactor. The solubility of the resinous mass is reported. 
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Refined Resin also thermally decomposed until a 20 percent weight loss 

was observed. It is recognized that many economic factors will determine 

whether or not the Refined Resin will compzte with Congo resin or similar 

resins to the varnish industry. The cost criterion that will be used by 

a manufacturer of varnishes is the production cost of the final coating. 

This will include pounds of faw resin,required to produce one gallon 

of varnish, as well as the kettle time required to produce the final 

product. 

Accordingly, three basic linseed varnish formulations were 

prepared having oil lengths of 10, 20, and 40, using the thermally pro- 

cessed Refined Resin and Congo resin (supplied by 0. G. Innes Corporation). 

Coatings were deposited on steel and tinplate panels and cured at either 

ambient temperature (25 C for 1 week) or elevated temperature (30 minutes 

at 177 C). The Refined Resin coatings were compared with the control 

coatings, Congo-linseed varnishes, and linseed oil coatings for resistance , 

for 40 percent nitric acid. In addition, hard@ss and flexibility 

measurements were made on all of the coatings. 

The evaluation data are shown in Tables 6 and 7. All of the 

baked coatings had excellent rtisistance to methyl ethyl ketone, while 

the coatings cured at ambient temperature were dissolved in one to two 

minutes. As shown in Tables 6 and 7, the varnishes prepared using the 

Refined Resin compare favorably with the Congo controls. The Refined 

Resin imparts slightly more hardness to the linseed oil varnish while 

not harming its flexibility. HOWeVer, the coatings formulated using 

u 
the Refined Resin are considerably darker than the coatings prepared 

. 
using the Congo resin. 



TABLE 6. COMPARISOX OF LINSEED OIL VARNISH FILX? PREPARED 
USING CONGO AND REFINED RESIN AND CURED BY 
BAKING AT 177 C FOR 30 MINLTES 

Resistance to 

Resin 

Film Properties(*) 

Flexibility(3) 

40 Percent 
Nitric Acid, 

hr until 
failure 

COngO 10 Failed 1 in. 60 5.5 

Canadian 10 II 69 5.8 

congo 20 Passed l/S in. 44 2.3, 

u Canadian 20 11 49 3.8 

Congo 40 II 12 1.3 

Canadian - 40 9, 21 1.3 

Linseed Oil 
Control II 4 0.5 

(1) Number of gallons of linseed oil per 100 pounds of resin. 

(2) All of the films were about 0.8 mil thick i 0.1 mil. 

(3) Figure represents the smallest diameter of a rod that the coating on tin- 
plate can be bent over through 180 degrees without breaking the coating. 

(4) Compared,to plate glass having a hardness of 100. 

. 



TABLE 7. COmARISON OF LINSEED OIL VARNISH FILMS 
PREPARED USING CONGO AND REFINED RESIN 
AND CURED AT 25 C FOR ONE WEEK 

-- --- -- --- --__-- 

Resistance to 

Le:;:h,(l) 
Film Properties(2) 

40 Percent 
Nitric Acid, 

Resin gal Flexibility(3) HZ2d4) 
hr until 
failure 

------ 

COilg.0 10 Failed i in. 32 5.5 

Canadian 10 I, 65 5.5 

Congo 20 Passed l/8 in. 21 3.5 

w Canadian 20 II 37 2.3 

Congo 40 ,I 7 1.3 

Canadian - 40 I, 11 1.3 
. 

Linseed Oil 
Control ,I 2 0.5 

--- --- _-_----- ---- --- -- 

(1) Number of gallons of linseed oil per 100 pounds of resin. 

(2) All of the films were about 0.8 mil thick + 0.1 mil. 

(3) Figure represents the smallest diameter of a rod that the coating on tin- 
plate can be bent over through 180 degrees without breaking the coating. 

(4) Compared to plate glass having a hardness of 100. 

. 
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Attempts to Use Refined Resin in -- 
Coatin= Without ThermalDegradation ---___ __- 

Early in this program it was observed that the unprocessed 

Refined Resin had an acid number of about 55 and is soluble in linseed 

fatty acids aild insoluble in linseed oil. It was felt that perhaps on 

heating in the presence of litharge, an ester interchange would occur 

between the Refined Resin and linseed oil. An experiment was carried out 

by heatiilg 12.0 g ,of Refined Resin with 20.0 g of&weed oil containing 

0.3 g of litharge at 230 C. This mixture jelled after 3 hr of heating 

and never became homogeneous. 

Next, 10.0 g of Refined Resin was added to 16.0 g of linseed 

fatty acids, and the whole mixture reacted with 1.3 g of pentaerythritol 

v at 232 C for about 3 hr. The product was a dark resinous material soluble 

in toluene. Coatings prepared from this material gave air-dry and baked 

coatings with Sward hardness values of 20 and 30 and having excellent, 

flexibility and adhesion. 

In addition, an attempt was made to degrade the Refined Resin 

by adding it to a refluxing 5 percent solution of sodium hydroxide. The 

resin was kept in contact with the refluxing basic solution for six hours 

and then acidified with hydrochloric acid. The product was still insol- 

uble in drying oils and could not be used to prepare an oleoresinous 

varnish without further processing. 

,The Refined Resin appears to be comparable to Congo resin 

for use as the hard resin component in varnishes. The varnishes made 

w 
with Refined Resin give films that are darker than those prepared with 

. 
Congo resin, but have slightly higher hardnesses with no apparent sacri- 

fice in flexibility. The results also indicate that film-forming materials 

. 
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v 
can be prepared if Refined Resin-linseed oil mixtures are esterified 

with B polyol such as pentaerythritol. Otherwise, it appears that the 

Refined Resin wili have to be ;hermally degraded prior to using it in 

the preparation of oleoresinous varnishes. 

RECO>QELQAT~ONS FOR FUTURE WORK --- 

w 

This study indicates that the Refined Resin may find application 

as a low-cost extender in rubber. Further work will be required to 

establish this point. 

This study also indicated that the Refined Resin gives oleo- 

resinous coatings with physical properties equal or superior to coatings 

made with Congo resin. This study should be expanded to include a more 

comprehensive evaluation of co-esters of the Refined Resin with various 

polyols and drying oil fatty acids. In addition, a brief study should 

be made to establish the parameters of processing variables (both thermal . 
degradation and varnish preparation) required with the Refined Resin. ;, . 
The Refined Resin should also be studied as a modifier for low-cost 

alkyds where color is not of primary importance. 

However, the "Amber" resin which is not being extracted is 

potentially even more useful than the Refined Resin which was used in 

the current study, because of its lighter color and lower ash content. 

Any future work should include study of this material. 

Thus, serious consideration should be given to the process 

used to separate "resin" from "coal". As recorded in the last report 

(November 30, 1966), the Refined Resin is in reality a soluble fraction 
1 

of the coal, and the "Amber" resin remains in the extraction residue. 
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It is believed that this "Amber" resin probably represents a more valuable 

product than the Refined Resin obtained by the present extraction process. 

Further, we understand that the material which will be produced 

in the ultimate plant will be obtained by an air classification process. 

In light of our observation that the "Amber" resin is completely unaf- 

fected by the solvent extraction, it is probable that the commercial 

product will be different. Future work plans should include study of 

a product more representative of the ultimate commercial material than 

the Refined Resin. 

Battelle has had considerable experience in ore and mineral 

extraction, and we would be able to bring this background to studying 

separation of the "flmber" resin from raw coal. The sample of extraction 

residue currently on hand could be a starting point. 

. 

,’ . 
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November 29, 1972 

Mr. L. S. Trenholme, Director 
Northern Coal Mines, Ltd. 
7th Floor, Board of Trade Tower 
1177 W. Hastings Street 
Vancouver 1, B. C., CANADA 

Dear Mr. Trenholme: 

(Amndix C-4) 

As you know, yoilr letter of November 3, 1972, addressed to Battelle Memorial 
Institute was given to Mr. Neher because of his past research connections with 
your company. Nr. Neher's letter of November 13, 1972, gave brief reply and 
indicated that answers to your questions would be forthcoming. Since then, we 
have discussed your past research program, and how we might proceed in the future. 

Research on your resin in coatings, rubbers, and plastics applications would now 
fall in the Division of Polymer and Paper Technology, of which I am a member. 
Therefore, I have taken the liberty of replying to your letter. 

The minimum weight of material desired for a new research program is estimated 
as that quantity necessary to produce about 10 pounds of resin. If you know 
the percent resin in the coal, you can readily calculate the quantity of coal 
needed. If the research is at all extensive, 25 pounds of resin would be a 
more reasonable amount to work with. 

At this time we cannot give an estimate of cost of a new research program. It 
will be necessary to plan the program carefully, and prepare a research proposal 
before we can give a cost estimate. In this respect, it would be vary helpful 
to us to have you visit our Battelle-Columbus Laboratories to discuss possible 
research approaches. 

There is an outstanding indebtedness of $3,943.75 for prior research carried 
out for Northern Coal Mines, Limited. This research terminated in 1967. In 
our last attempt to submit an invoice for this indebtedness it was returned to 
us because address of company was unknown. 

Enclosed is a Xerox copy of a page from a recent issue of American Paint 
Journal, which gives prices for some of the natural resins. However, synthetic 
resins might provide more competition for your resins than would be experienced 
from the natural resins. The paint industry went through a period many years 
ago when synthetics largely replaced the natural resins. More recently, alkyds, 
and then the water-based resins replaced most of the oleoresinous varnish in 
paints. Enclosed is a selected tabulation of imports of some natural resins, 
which you should find very interesting. 



Very truly yoiirs, 

&xTsi%x 29, 1972 

Enclosures 



yml;;Le Cent more. 
orange. ‘-lb. EUL.. 

................... Wl. 6-W. 6Y$ ..... *ai. ,w,,to. 1 lb. CUt.. ........ VA. L-lb. EYt .................. ib. 

Ncrturo! Resins 

Organic Acids 

Polyhydric Alcohols 

Latex Point Vehicles 



Total im?o:",ed froi;i indicated 
Comty, pounds 

Year Malaysia Indonesia COilgO Total Import, pounds 

1970 292,320 377,960 365,368 1,035,688 

197i 464,494 196,580 285,379 946,444 

1972Cb) 259,359 82,635 --- 341,994 

(a) These resins are listed under U.S. Imports for Consumption under 
the heading "Gum, Damar, Copal, Kauri, Sandarac, Varnish Gums, 

w 
and Congo. 

(b) The figures are for the first six months only. 



Appendix D - Minin g and Coal Gasification 

D-l Hydraulic Mining in East Xootenay, B. C. 
C.I.M. Bulletin January, 1974 

D-2 "Status Report: the AGA/OCR Coal Gasification 
Program" Coal Age January, 1973 

D-3 Underground Gasification 
Coal Age September, 1973 

D-4 "Gasification of Coal Research Needed" 
Berkowitz, Edmonton Journal November 9,1972 

D-5 "Preliminary results....Wyoming in situ 
gasification test" C oal Age December,1973 
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Edward @oodridgc, Assistant Editor, Coal Age 

IN 1971. the American Gas Association (AGA) and 
the Ofice of Coal Research (OCR) agreed to co-sponsor 
a $120~million, 4-yr program aimed at accelerating re- 
search on coal gasification processes through the pilot 
p!ant stage and selecting the best process-or combina- 
tion of processing steps-for design of a demonstration 
plant. The funding is $80 million from the government 
and $40 million from AGA. 

The multiple-process research effort is necessary to 
ensure that at least one economically sound process is 
developed before the termination of the research pro- 
gram in mid-1975. Hopefully, the program will result in 
a demonstration plant design of semi-commercial size 
by the end of that year. As now conceived, this facility 
would have a daily capacity of 80 million co it of high- 
Btu gas produced from 5,000 tons of coal. More im- 
portantly, the operation will generate the engineering 
data required for the construction of a commercial-scale 
plant, which should be ready by 1980. 

The gasification process for the demonstra:ion plant 
will be selected after thorough evaiuation of at least 
~rven candidate processes. These processes are given 
below, with the corporation or research group respon- 
sihle for their development shown in parentheses: 
HYGAS process (Institute of Gas Technology), 
COz Acceptor process (Consolidation Coal Co.), 
&GAS process (Bituminous Coal Research Inc.). 
Agglomerated Ash process (Union Carbide Corp. and 
Chemical Construction Corp.). 

Synthane process (Bureau of Mines), 
Lurgi process (Lurgi Mineraloitechnik GmbH), 
ATGAS process (Applied Technology Corp.). 
Additional processes suitable for use in a synthetic oat 
oral gas (SNG) plant will come under consideration a 
they are developed; (OCR also has a separate program 
for processes yielding low-Btu fuel gas for pow- 
plants-see Coal&e, Nov. 1972, p 34.) 

The HYGAS and Acceptor processes are in the pilv 
plant stage, and are undergoing Stan-up tests. The Ag 
glomerated Ash, Synthane, and BIX~AS processes shoulc 
reach pilot plant operation by 1974. A de,cision to buik 
an ATGAS plant will be made after evaluation of furthe 
tests. - 

All of the processes, with the exception of the Lurgi 
and Svnthane. are receivine funds under AGA/OCR 

SChematiC flow Shed 0, the HYGAS process. with the hy*roQen sup. 
plied from electrothermal gasification of residual chat. 
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contracts. The Synthane process is being financed and. 
developed entirely by the Bureau of Mines, and the 
Lurgi process is already in commercial operation. 

The Fourth Synthetic Pipeline Gas Symposium, 
sponsored by AGA and OCR at Chicago in October. 
1972, provided an up-to-date account on each of the 
candidate proce:ses. 

The following is a summary description of each pro- 
cuss and its current status: 

HYGAS is,the most advanced U.S. process 

Coal hydrogenation-the reaction of coal with hydra, 
gen at high temperature and pressure to produce meth- 
ane-is the key step of the HYGAS process. Hydro- 
genation takes place in a specially designed 
hydrogasifier, which has two stages: a low temperature 
stage (1300-1500 F) to obtain a high-methane yield 
from the volatile material in the coal, and a high-tem- 
perature stage (1700-1800 F) which generates hydrogen 
by steam-carbon reaction. 

Of the coal feed, about one-half is gasified in the two 
stages. The other half, in the form of char, goes to hy- 
drogen generation, using one bf three methods now un- 
der development. The remaining steps of the HYGAS 
process-gas purification and methanation-yield the ti- 
nal high-Btu product. 

‘The HYGAS proyss has its advantages. AU coal types 
are acceptable fuels, although caking coals must be 
pretreated to destroy their agglomerating properties. 
The hydrogasifier, yields an offgas relatively high in 
methane.. thereby minimizing the need for further 
methanation. Finally, the process, from gasification 
through methanation, operates at pipeline pressure 
(I ,000 psi). The final product can thus enter a pipeline 
without additional compression. 

HYGAS is the most advanced American coal-to-gas 
conversion scheme under~ development. The Institute of 
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CO2 ACCEPTOR PROCESS 
RAPID CITY PILOT PLANT-GASIFICATION SECTION 

Gas Techilology, under the sponsorship of AGA, car- 
ried out research on the process for 18 yr prior to OCR 
sponsorship in 1964. 

A HYGAS pilot plant has been built by Procon, Inc. at 
a cost of over $7 million and has a daily capacity of 80 
tpd of coal, or 1.5 million cI1 ft of pipeline-quality gas. 
Piant construction began in 1969 and was completed in 
early 1911. Presently, the hydrogen source is a commer- 
cial natura! gas reformer unit. The first gasification test 
was run in October, 1971 using Montana lignite as the 
reactor feed. 

-he HYGAS process will &imately produce, its own 
bvdroeen from residual char. Three methods for oener- 
a&g hydrogen are under con$ideration: electrothG.mal, 
steam-oxygen, and sream-iron. 

In the e!cctrothermal approach. a high-pressure, 
steam-fruidized-bed reactor (similar in design to the hy- 
drogasitier) is heated by elect$cal resistance to a tem- 
perature high enough to initiate the steam-carbon reac- 
rior,. The hydrogen-rich offgas goes to the hydrogasifter. 
In a commercial plant design. tbc regaining char from 

-the electrothermal gasifier would fuel a steam-turbine 
generator, thereby supplying the necessary electricity. 

Thus far. only minor problems have been experi- 
enced in the coal preparation and pretreatment steps. In 
general, all high-pressure pumps handling slurry mate- 
rial had severe erosion problems. A number of solutions 
have been found, but the study of this problem is con- 
tinuing. The package hydrogen plant, after a number of 
changes, is performing well, and ‘the control of solids 
flow through the hydrogasifier is satisfactory. The 
equipment in the gas quench and pxification section is 
operating properly, and the methanation section is 
ready to he put on-stream. 

The steam-oxygen approach a!so utilizes a high-prss- 
sure, steam-tluidized-bed reactor to produce hydrogen. 
But in this case, pure oxygen rather than air IS blown 
into the reactor. This alternative is under coirsideration 

Electrothermal gasification is the first char-based hy 
drogen generation method scheduled for testing. Procon 
completed the unit last June at a cost of $2.4 million. 
The reactor vessel has been pressure-tested, and the 
electrical system is’~iow being extensively tested. It is 
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because it could supply hydrogen at a cost lower than 
that for electrothermal generation. 

In the steam-iron approach, hot char is gasified with 
air. The gas, with steam added, is passed over iron in a 
cyclic oxidation and reduction action that yields hydro- 
gen. 

As of August. 1972 the HY~,s pilot plant had &en 
through seven gasification tes:~. The most recent run. 
lasting two weeks, operated the hydrogasilier at full 
pressure, with indications that methane formation was 
taking place as designed, 
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anticipated that s:art-up operations with the hydro- 
gisifier and package hydrogen generator sections will 
be compicted by this spring, and then operation of the 
electrothermal gas&u can begin. 

A contract now is being negotiated for the design of a 
large steam-oxygen gasilier compatible in size with the 
IiYGAS reactor. The estimated construction cost for this 
section is about $2.5 million, with a completion date 
scheduled for mid-1974. This will coincide with [he final 
rws on the hydroga~ifier-electrofllermal combination. 
The steam-iron process is also ready for large-scale test- 
ing. but no decision has heen made as to when to build 
this section of the pilot plant. tiltimately, however. one 
of the three methods for eenrrating hydrogen will be in- 
corporated in a commercial-scale design. 

CO2 Acceptor process moves ahead at Rapid City 

Consolidation Coal C~‘<>~‘s COz Acceptor process is a 
two-stage, fluid&d-bed sasifier system. The coal feed is 
converted to a char in the lirst stage, then gasified by 
the steam-carbon reaction in the second stage. 

The unique feature of the process is the method for 
supplying heat for the gasification reaction. Calcined 
dolomite (a magnesium-calcium oxide) is circulatrd 
through the tluidized bed of char under gasification 
conditions. The reaction of dolomite with COz. one of 
the gaseous reaction products, liberates the heat re- 
quired for the carbon:steam reaction. The removal of 
COz leads to improved hydrogen content in the offgas 
and thereby increases the ultimate methane yield. The 
spent dolomite is calcined in a separate regenerator us- 
ing char as fuel. 

Among its advantages, the Acceptor process does not 
require an oxygen source, thereby eliminating the need 
for an expenswe oxygen plant. It also operates in the 
relatively low-pressure ra?ge of 150-300 psi. However, 
the process as now conwved is limited to using low- 
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grade, highly reactive western coals which gasify i 
lively low temperatures ( 1500- 1575 F). 

Consol started bench-scale testing of the pro< 
1964. Construction of the Rapid City, SD. pilot 
(see CoalAge, Oct. 1972, p 145) began in January 
and was completed in November, 1971. The b. 
Stearns-Roger Corp., now is operating the $9-1; 
plant, which has a capacity of 40 tpd oi coal. 
equivalent of 400,000 co ft of pipeline-quality g: 
day. The plant consumes 3 tpd of dolomite when 
capacity. 

Start-up operations began in early 1972. Five st, 
attempts were made in the last year. Each run w; 
minated due to mechanical problems which have 
subsequently solved. These problems included: ( 
cessive loss of inert gas in the purge system. (2) clc 
of pressure measurement devices in the gasific: 
regenerator, and (3) attrition of dolomite. with 
clogging the spray towers of the quench syctrm. 

In the last two runs, char was successfully tram 
into the regenerator and burned with air at ape; 
pressure and temperature. In the final start-up. thi, 
cess was carried out for five hours and the dolomit$ 
fully calcined. 

Another serious problem arose in the reiractorx 
terns of the gasifier and regenerator. It was fount? 
fluidized gases were bypassing the refractory ma: 
and causing severe erosion, leading to the total fa 
of the:refractory. By the middle of this month a 
pletely new refractory system will have been install, 
the regenerator and extensive changes made in the 
fier refractory system. The new refractory matrriili 
low permeability and better abrasion characteristics 

There also has been difficulty in maintaimng the 
sity of the fluid beds and uncertainty about the real 
dition of the fluids present in the pressurized ves 
Tests are under way to better define the relation 
twren pressure, measurements and the state of the ti 



ized bed. Hopefully. this work will XXVI find a way to 
fully stabilize the beds and maintain a sharp interface 
in the gasifier. Solution of the density problem appears 
to be the only barrier to a @I! gasitication test in early 
1973. 

The design of the purification and methanation sec- 
tions was scheduled for completion last month, with a 
tiecision to construct the methanation facility following 
in early 1973. Construction will take about 11 months. 

This year. runs will be made with char and North Da- 
kota lignite as fuel. A switch may be made to a local 
limestone, instead of the Ohio dolomite now used. 

Consol’s Library, Pa. office is working on the prelimi- 
nary design of commercial versions of some critical 
components of the Acceptor process. The South Dakota 
School of Mines is conducting studies of dolomite 
sources and environmental aspects of the process. 

SI.GAS is snother alternative 

The present design of the BI-GAS process hinges on a 
two-stage, super-pressure, oxygen-blown gasifier. Oper- 
ating pressures are very high-l,000 psi or more. 

In this prwess, coal is introduced into the upper sec- 
tion (Stage 2) of the gasifier, where it comes in contact 
with a rising stream of hot synthesis gas produced in the 
lower section (see accompanying digaram). The coal is 
partially converted into methane and synthesis gas. The 
residual char entrained in the raw product gas is swept 
upward and out of Stage~2. The char is separated from 
the gas stream and recycled to the lower section, where 
it is completely gasified with oxygen and steam. This re- 
action produces synthesis gas and the heat required in 
Stage 2. The high temperatures in the lower section 
melt the ash, which is removed from the bottom as a 

molten slag. Finally. the raw product gas from !he up- 
per section is purified and methanated. 

Caking coals do not require pretreatment in the ?,?I- 
GAS process. All of the feed coal is consumed in the two 
stages, leaving no residual char. Most importantly. the 
reactor offgas is high in methane, higher than in other 
direct-blown gasifiers. However, B&GAS operates at 
high temperatures (over 17W F in Stage 2). and re- 
quires oxygen. 

BI-GAS research has come a long way since its begin- 
ning in 1963 at Bituminow Coal Research, Inc. @CR). 
The Homer City, Pa. pilot plant (see Coal Age, Sept. 
1972, p 92) represents 9 yr of accumulated experience. 
BCR’s initial design of the plant was carried out in co- 
operation with the Koppcrs Co. The contract for de- 
tailed engineering, construction and operation went to 
Stearns-Roger, Inc. in July. 1972. The Stearns-Roger 
design calls for a 5-tph-capacity gasitier. having a max- 
imum operating pressure of 1,500 psi. 

AI a future date, two additional types of ~asifien wil! 
be built tnd evaluated: an air-blown, medil:x-presxre, 
two-stage gasificr: and a low-pressure, mult%:nge, Ruid- 
&d-bed gasifier. End products will inch& high-Btu 
pipeline gas; sulfur-free. low-Btu fuel gas: indus!riai 
gases: and fuel gas for Ma:netohydrodynamic (MHD) 
power generation. Extra space is also provided for fu- 
ture installation of special equipment for prepawion of 
enriched gasitier feedsto&. 

Initial start-up is scheduled for January, 1974. ‘y 
mid-1975. BCR should have enough data 10 co.m?!etc 
the design of a larger-scale plant. 

l.kli%l Carbide oRers A~~lotmrzrsd AS!? p’?C”59 
Originally developed by the Union Carbide Corp., the 
Agglomerated Ash process gasifies coal in a botrsom-fed. 
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The Lummus Co. designed a 75tpd pilot plant ta demonstrate the USBM’s Synthane process. Construction will begin at tie B 
lab m 1973 and completed by 1974. Two methanation systems developed by the Bureau-the tube-wall reactor and the hot.gas ! 
for-are included in thedesign. 

rates, using the residual char as fuel. The cha 
produce an essentially ash-free flue gas as t 
This gas is cleaned and led to an open-cyc: 
compressor for energy recovery. 

The process is said to have substantial cii 
savings over single-stage systems requiring ;i 
plant. and over systems with char-fed steam f 
facilities. In addition. caking coals are nut p 
and the relatively “clcnn” product gas elimina 
sive water treatment of raw gas scrubber~efiluc 

Columbus Laboratories of Battelle Memo: 
tutr is preparing a pre-engineering dccign for 



pilot.piant, to be built in West Jcl~cruon, Ohio in mid- 
1973. The present scope of the program. however, cx- 
eludes the puritication and methanatio” steps, but a 
complete set-up incorporating these specilic steps is a 
future possibility. 

In August, 1972 Chemical Construction Corp. 
(Chemico) receivrd a license for the Union Carbide 

w 
_easification technology. Chemico’s commercial version 
of the Ash Agglomerating process would supply low- or 
medium-Btu gas to a high-efficiency. combined-cycle 
power plant. Although not under AGA/OCR sponsor- 
ship, Chcmico’s work should substantially aid the devcl- 
opment of the process. 

The Synthone process is USBM’s entry 
In the prototype Synthane design. coal is decaked in 

a steam-oxygen, fluid-bed pretreater. The pretreated 
coal then undergoes carbonization and steam-oxygen 
gasification in a fluid&d-bed gasifier. The coal feed en- 
ters at the top of the gasifier, while ash and unburned 
char arc removed through a bottom hopper. The prod- 
uct gas derived in the process will bc subjecird lo CO- 
shift conversion, purification and methanation. 

The Synthane @tier operates at a temperature of 
about 1,800 F. Approximately 65% of the carbon in the 
coal feed is converted to gas. with more than half of the 
ultimate methane yield being made directly in the yasi- 
tier, a definite process advantage. 

The Bruceton. Pa. laboratories of the USBM devel- 
oped this process, and also conducted the first bench- 
scale tests. Now the Lummus Co., under a Bureau con- 
tract, is designing a l,OOO-psi, 75-tpd pilot plant for in- 
stallation at Bruceto”, with construction to be com- 
pleted in 1974. The plant will demons+te the main 
steps of the process hut is not dcsigncd to solve the 
qroblcms of water treatment and char combustion. The 
hnal process step-methanation-will wnrni” both of 
the Bureau’s methanation systems, the tuhc-wall reactor 
and the hot-gas recycle reactor. 

iected with steam into B molten iron bath. Steam disso- 
ciation and thermal crac!,~ng of coal volatile mst:cr gcn- 
crates hydrogen. carbon nmnoxide and methane. Thr 
coal sulfur is captured by the iron and transferred to a 
lilne slag from which elrmental sulfur is recovered as a 
byproduct. The fixed carbon of the con1 is dissolved in 
the iron from which it is removed by oxidation to cnr- 
bon monoxide, with oxygen injected “ear the molten 
iron surface. The product eas is treated by co”ven!io”a! 
shift conversion and methanation. 

Lurgi is the only commcrcid protest avzilahle 
The Lurgi process uses an oxygen-fed. low-pressure 

(28 atm), fixed-bed gas&x. The product gas is cleaned 
in a. scrubber. the” purified and methanated. A com- 
mercia! Lurgi facility also calls for a Phenosolvan plant 
iOr glls liquor treatment, and SUppOrting plants for Sup- 
plying oxygen, steam. electric power and water. 

Much of’ the tcrhnology pertinent to the F’OCCSS 21s 
ready exists as discreet commercial steps in the iron and 
steel industry. However. the combination of these s!cps 
into sinlultaneous <,“cs remains to be demonstrarei on 
9 large scak. 9 large scak. 

In the pw. the primary research objective was a”. In the pw. the primary research objective was a”. 
ATGAS unit capable of producing low-Btu gas for use ii! ATGAS unit capable of producing low-Btu gas for use ii! 
“ower-“l~mt boilers. !n musuit of this obixtive. the Zn- “ower-“l~mt boilers. !n musuit of this obixtive. the Zn- 

I,~ 1 

wronmcntal Protection Agency (EPA) supported an ex- 
perimen!al development program over the l.?st 3 yr, 
This program is continui”? ,under EPA sponsorship. 

American experience with Lurgi technology is in its 
infancy. Conoco Methanatio” Co., B wholly owned sub- 
sidiary of Continental Oil, is building a full-scale com- 
mercial test facility in cooperation with the British Gas 
Council and the Scottish Gas Board. Operation is 
scheduled to begin in 1.973, and will last one year. 

The only U.S. commercial venture, the El Taso proj- 
ect, at Four Comers, N.M., will further American 
knowledge of the process. The M. W. K.ello:g Co. also 
is making 8” economic feasibility study of the Lurgi 
process for Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Co. and Pca- 
body C&l Co. 

In the EPA program, a” induction melting furnace 
WBS selected to simul;tte a commercial gxsifier bcc::!zse it 
is a convenient means of preparing moI?e” iro??. The 
furnace (27 in. I.D.) CB” melt and hold 6.000 lb of 
metal. Maximwn practical injection depths for coa!, 
limestone and steam are about 30 in. below the surfxe 
of the molten iron: All of the work completed to daie 
used air as the gasifyi”: agent. However, the data arc 
applicable with proper conversion factors to coal gasifi- 
cation using pure oxygen. 

ATGAS--8 novel approach using an o!d idea 
Applied Technology Corp. (ATC, Is developins the 

w 
~ATGhs process for coal gasification. ATGAS. is based on 
the molten iron gasification concept in which coal is in- 

A process engineering study is now being devoted to 
the oxygen-steam npprOXh for ATGAS. The product gas 
will be upgraded in subsequent steps to pipeline qual- 
ity. Because the evaluation of the technical and eco- 
nomic feasibility of this process has shown it to be at- 
tractive. a proposal was submitted to AGA/OCR for 
funding. Work on this eKort is continuing, and a deci- 
sion to build a pilot plant is undecided. 0 
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?he radical concept of producing clean-burning fuel gas by 
frackuring coal underground and igniting it is coming along successfully, 
the aureau of Mines revealed. A site near Hanna, Wyo., was prepared for 
tiie experiments by driliing boreholes 400 ft. down from the surface 
into a 3G ft. thick deposit of low sulfur coal owned by Rocky Mountain 
Znergy Co. The firm is a subsidiary of Union lacific Corp., which 
is cooperating with the Bureau in the research effort. To provide 
hsat for the gasification process, the coal was ignited in March, 1973. 
Combustion and gasification have been controlled since then by regulating 
tne flow of air pumped down the boreholes. Produced gas is being 
withdrawn through other boreholes at a rate of about 0.75 million 
cu.ft/day. Main fuel constituent of the gas is carbon monoxide, therefore 
its energy content is relatively low compared with natural and bottled 
gases used in househoid gas appliances. However, it is good fuel for 
such industrial purposes as generating electric power. 

. . . . . . . . . Coal Age 
September, 1973. 

sC3?;~w3 PLANT HO?ES TO FIND MISSING LINK IN COAL-TO-GAS PROCESS - 

One of the problems resulting from the conversion of coal to 
.~a-iural gas, that of upgrading the Btu, or heat content, may be 
soived with the startup of a pilot plant in Scotland, funded by 
American money and managed by a Continental Oil subsidiary. All 
,coal gas requires a methanation step to increase itsBtu value to 
pipeline quality gas (from about 350 Btu per cu. ft. to 950 Btu 
per cu. ft.). The well publicized German Lurgi process which is being 
proposed in this country has yet to be used to make a pipeline.quality 
gas. in fact, the only big Lurgi plant operating today is in South 
Africa, and this produces a low Btu gas. The methanation concept to 
be tried out in Scotland is under wraps - Lurgi engineers are very sec- 
retive about details - and it's interesting to see if the project will 
provide the only missing link in the commercial chain of processes 
necessary to convert huge coal reserves to gas. 

. . . . . . . . Coal Age 
November , 1973. 
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“This con cc p t was re- 
searched to a great cstcnt in 

. 

face plank and wou!d maI;; 
e 11 e r g y esrraction posjibk 
from thin, Ice$y buried coal 
seams where mining is not 
economic. 3 

“Tiiis research ~ou!d be ’ 
costly aod wou!d havt to be 
doce~ 01: a Iarse sca!e.” hc 
said and suggested it night 
Se under:akx as a foist ren- 
ture th:oo:s t.ic iCd<d _23:5 
cmmct and tie tii:ee aal 
rich ~!~crkrr. urovixes. 

Dr. &riio& said this kind 
0: rescawh migtrr aiso aiskt 
in esxactlon of a gas i:om 
dec?ly buried oil saxk v-hicb 
might not othe:ivire be es- 
tracted by current mining or 
oil six23 in situ techniques. 

* “A.gas fr0.m the oil sands 
might be urxi to ~l;??lc.mcnr 
natural gas or as a iccd5tock 
for the petrochemical indui- 
try.” ._-. 

-. . . 

. 

. . 
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Leo A. S&rider, US Bureau of Rrines, Laranie Energy Research Center 
j. Pasini Iii, Xi Bureau of Mines. Morgan:own Energy Research Center 

KESEARCHERS HAVE LONG BEES TANTALIZED by the 
problem of gasifyiq coal undsrground. As experiments 
over the past 100 years have shown. in situ gasificarion 
is rechniwliy feasible bul nor economically comprliiive 
with other fuel sources. But this m~$hl chan2r now. Ac- 
cordins lo the aureau of Mines. presex-day economics 
and ~ech~~olo~y might turn underground ~wficalion 
into a comn,ercially feasible energy source. a source 
tha: would s~polement conventional mcrhods of coal 

extraction. 1 . 
In situ gasilicarion has its atiClCliOnS: Pieniiful sup- 

plies of nonpoliutiq fuel pas are generaled, wiihout the 
environmcntai diswrbances of surface milliw wd with- 
ou, exposiny workers to lhe hxzards oi u+rground 
coai mir,ing. From ill, environmental slandpoml. il is 
likely hai HrS rather than SO? wi!i be rhe predominate 
iorm of sulfur produced. These sinali nmounls of HzS 
cm be removed by ho1 carbonate scrubbin:. whereas 
no ericclive commercial-scale :re3tmellt for SO2 cur- 
rcn1ly exists. 

The technology for underground,gasifca~ion is based 
on worldwide activity, particularly m Greal Britain. the 
Soviet Union, niid the Ullited Stales. Polaod. Ilaly. Bel- 
gium, Czechoslovakia, and Morocco have also been in 
valved with this process. No appreciable lechi~ological 
breakthroughs have been reported since 1965, when the 
Soviets apparently ceucd production of in situ gas. 

In the fall of 1972. the Bureau of Mines began an ex- 
pcriment lo invesli~~le lhe whnolopic. ecowmic. and 
environment:11 feaubiliiy of underyround gasilicntion of 
a western subb~iuminous coal. The @l&tion site is 
near lhe town of Hanna. Wyo.. approximalely 70 miles 
norlhwesl of Laramie. Land ibr the pilot lesl was pro- 
vidcd by the Rocky Mounlain Energy Co.. a subsidiary 
of ihe Union Pacilic R;lilroad. Hanna No. I seam. near 
the base of lhe Hanoa Formation, was lhe coal bed se- 
lected for @ficalion. 

The Hanna Basin covers about 1.000 square milts 
and is bounded on ihr south by lhe ,Mrdicioe Bow 
.Mountains. on the west by the Rawlins Hills, and oil the 
wrlh by the Shii-ley-Ferris Mounlnin coinpies. To the 
east. the basin co~lcsces with the norlhern end of the 
Laramie Basin. Hanna Basin conlains an accumulation 
of 35,000 fi of sediments of which up IO 2S.000 ft may 
have inlermillenl coal-beariilg slrala. Becnusc of con- 
siderable wciollic :xiivily, numerous slructural anoma- 
lies exist wjihin the Basin. The nrca of the experimenl 
lies about l/a-mile norlhwesl of the axis of one of the 
small synclines created by the tectonic movement. 

As part of the delineation sludies pcrl‘ormed prior lo 
gn.sificaiion, the Bureau ‘cored part of [hc first well 
drilled :il lhe tcsl sile.. Of the 114 Ii cored. the upper 65 
l‘l are iilicrbeddcd gray sillslone and shale. with I5 ft of 
shale above the coid. The 30-ft-lhick Hanna No. I coal 
bed was found ;Ibout 400 fr below the surface. wilh 4 l-1 
of shale and sandstone immcdialrly below. In Novem- 
bcr 1972. the Hanna No. 2 Well was drilled and a 3-in. 
oriented cow was taken from I I It above the coal lo a 
point 8 fl b&w. 111 Ihe spri,,_e of 1973. ill, ;~dditional 
oriented core was lakeli 1.000 fi 110rlheas1 of Well No. 2. 
To dare. 16 wells have been drilled over ui area of 
about 4 acres. 



1 The Hanna experiment lies on the flank 
of a comparatively narrow syncline 
PhnQing to the northeast. Strike of the 
coal bed is NW.SE; dip 1s generally N 54 
E at 6 to 7’. Cross.section &it) cwre 
sponds to AA’ (below). 

where gasificarion reactions occur rapidly-advances in 
the same direction as the gas flow.) Air injection into 
Weil 3 was conrinued for about 2 months, ‘and product 
gas was collected from surroundi?g wells. Within a few 
weeks after initiation of air injection. it became apper- 
en1 that about 90% of the air was not being recavewd 
from any of the producing wells. This air was bypassing 
the cod and reappearing through wells WI&I, were’ 
drilled hut not complcred with casing and cement. The 
horeholc casing in Well 3 also probably burned off. per- 
mitting direct co?lmunication of air to the silty sand- 
stons above ihe coal. 

Unusually severe winter weather conditions pre- 
vented cementing trucl;s and equipment from entering 
the site lo renwdy 11x situation. Aflcr srvrral weeks the 
WL’II locations hscame accessible and. upon se&~;. all 
wells. air bvpassing was considerably reduced. At this 
point. Mny;O. it wils dccidcd to switch injccrion to Well 
5. This drew the combustion zone from Well 3 to Well 
5. CWlill~ a backward hurnin: el%xt. in which the 
lhne front adwnwd in il Jircction opposite to the di- 
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well as providing a forecast of the well life cycle. The 
simulniion model then may be able 10 predict when a 
weil should he placed on production and when it should 
he shut-in. This type of in situ process monitoring and 
control should result in swady-state, gas production, 
which will be necessary if commercic~l~zation is ever to 
he achieved. 

Future experiments 

Future flow rates should exceed 5 million cfpd, a flow 
rate more rcpresentativc of that required to support a 
small power station. Furure experiments will also in- 
clude oxygen injuxion to determine if the combustion 
reaction can bc xcelerated or if the gas Btu content can 
hc increased or stahiiized. Other Bureau researchers 
have shown that oxygen-enriched air will increase prod- 
uct gas heatin: wluc. bul susiained production of a 
higluquality s&s was not maintained. Experiments with 
oxygen may also promote gasification of char. as has 
hew shown in previous tests. This could increase et% 
cicncy by recovering more of the energy associiilcd with 
the in-place coal. 

To stimuI:w bcttcr gas Ilow. dircclional horizontal 
holes will bc drilled throqh the co:11 bed. These hori- 
zontal holes increase cw1 utiiiution in direct propor- 
tion to their len;th. The coal will hc burned hctwcen 
p;~r;\llcl horkmui /holes driilcd in the butt cleat direc- 
tion. This prcfcrred dir&on would cnablc the injected 
air xnd product gasses to move nlon~ tht fax cleats for 
m;~ximum pcrn~ubili~ty, perhaps chminating the need 
to I’r;ccturc the co;11 prxor to injwtion. By usins this kch- 
niquc. prcssurul cells could hc dircctiondly drilled and 
spawd in prcdctcrmincd JirccCons to the face and butt 
chts to help control combustion zone movcmcnt. This 
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Power generation is one use for in situ gas. Combustion zones are created by drilling holes in the direction of optimal gas flow. 
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